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I INTRODUCTION

The North Pacific Experiment (NORPAX) is a long-term research effort

to study the variability of the upper layer of the central North Pacific

ocean and the overlying atmosphere, with time scales of months to years

and space scales to 1000 km or more. The effort is sponsored by the

U.S. Navy, Office of Naval Research, and the National Science Foundation.

Stanford Research Institute has participated jointly with the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography and Stanford University to provide a capabil-

ity for remote sensing of ocean parameters using a unique OTH radar

facility located in Los Banos, California.

The first-generation experiments under NORPAX are concerned with

gathering data required to plan later experiments and to test techniques

for carrying them out. A large-scale experiment was undertaken during

January and February 1974 in a region north of Hawaii near 35 N, 155- W.

This experiment was named POLE, because the horizontal sampling spanned

little more than a point on the NORPAX scale. Other participants pro-

vided radio-scatter measurements from the ocean surface, and local sens-

ing of sea-surface temperature, surface-wave direction and height, and

wind direction and velocity.

The remote sensing by the Wide Aperture Research Facility (WARF)

designed and operated by SRI' provided four types of date: ([) the

positions of drifting buoys by tracking HF repeaters housed in the buoys,

(2) the positions of two research vessels in the POLE test area each

References are listed at the end ot the report.
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operating an 11F repeater, (3) the Doppler spectra of radio signals back-

scattered from small areas of the sea near the local sensors to provide

data on wind direction and speed, and (4) surface-wind maps of large

sections of the ocean. Recording these four types of data by WARF re-

quired a different operating technique for each type, and the effort was

divided accordingly. An overview of WARF is given in Appendix A.
4

The repeater tracking efiorts required monitoring a signal received

by the repeater from the WARF radar transmitter at Lost Hills, California

and retransmitted to the receiving facility at Los Banos. The signal

parameters were selected t, provide positive identification of six dif-

ferent buoys and two ships, and at the same time to avoid any interfer-

ence from signals reflected from the ocean surface. The other two types

of data were obtained using signals scattered directly from the ocean

surface. The measurement of the Doppler specLra of these ocean back-

scatter signals required similar techniques that differed largely in the

integration times used for recording the data. The effort was therefore

divided into two tasks: Tracking of repeaters in buoys and ships, and

sea backscatter measurements. This report describes these efforts and

the results obtained by SRI.

In addition to the description of the final buoy tracks and the

data recorded for sea-scatter analysis, a summary of hardware and soft-

ware development is included herein. Many innovations in radar process-

ing for buoy echoes were developed in the project. The long-term effects

of the ionosphere on the radar propagation to 3000-km ranges are des-

cribed here, in order to facilitate future operation. Most importantly,

the 1974 project yielded results that will be useful for an improved

design of buoy repeaters and better operating procedures in futurp ow-

periments and sea-scatter recording.

2



II SU!MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Buoy and Ship Tracking

The feasibility of tracking a low-powered repeater installed in a

drifting buoy was demonstrated over a four-month period by SRI using the

WARF facility. An accuracy of about 15 nmi was achieved in a similar

test against a repeater on the R.V. Flip, where the position of this

ship was accurately determined by independent means. The echoes received

from the Flip were comparatively few in number, owing to the limited time

during which its repeater was operated. Based on previous radar track-

ing accuracies, it is probable that buoy position accuracy was better

than 10 nmi, since the buoy echoes were usually received and position-

averaged over relatively long time intervals.

Novel buoy repeaters were built to SRI specifications by Barry

Research Corporation. These repeaters were similar to the one that SRI

had previously tracked and are based on an earlier design by A. C.

Phillips of SRI. The NORPAX buoy repeaters were improved with regard

to (1) smaller antenna design for less wind capture, (2) a new clock

design that controlled on/off periods, and (3) a new modulation format

that improved radar detection and echo sorting. A capability for measur-

ing ocean temperature was provided in the repeater electronics; however,

an appropriate temperature sensor (thermistor) was not incorporated in

the buoy design. A total of six repeaters were deployed on buoys. Por-

table SRI repeaters were installed on two ships, the R.V. Flip and the

R.V. Washington.

A new radar detection and processing system was designed and built

especially for the NORPAX buoy-tracking project. This system enabled

3



rapid switching of radar parameters between any two preset buoy radar

locations and buoy modulation formats. The WARF five-receiver radar

processor was adapted to provide accurate location by means of echo com-

parison on adjacent radar azimuths, and buoy identification. New soft-

ware for post-processing was developed to automatically sort buoy and

ship echoes and to calculate smoothed radar position estimates. New

radar search and display techniques were developed for the purpose of

buoy location given large initial uncertainty in position.

Four of the six deployed buoys were detected on 29 January 1974, the

first day after launch. One each of the drogued (Buoy A) and undrogued

(Buoy D) buoys were nit detected. It is fairly certain that the latter

two buoys initially malfunctioned (they either sank, or the electronics

did not work).

Two of the four remaining buoys (Buoys C and E) were tracked follow-

ing the second day; both were the drogued type. Only one of these (Buoy

E) produced a radar echo of the originally specified magnitude

(RCS = 105 m 2). Buoy E was tracked until 31 May. Buoy C operated at a

magnitude some 10 dB below design, then ceased to function after 27 Feb-

ruary. The fate of the two buoys that were never detected after the

second day (Buoys B and F) is uncertain. It is probable that they either

sank, ceased to repeat, or headed approximately northwest at a speed

greater than 0.5 knot, thus escaping radar coverage. The last possibil-

ity, although contrary to the original expectations of oceanographers,

is now considered to be the most likely.

It had been hoped that two buoys could be located and returned to

the R.V. Washington for examination after the POLE experiment, but with

only two still in operation this was not considered adviaable. It would

have been particularly valuable to recover a buoy that ceased to func-

tion in order to determine the cause of the failure.

H 4
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The ability to illuminate by radar the area around buoy positions

was found to vary diurnally and seasonally in the predicted manner.

Adequate illumination would have been possible almost every day, even

into the summer months, had the operation been totally flexible. How-

ever, buoy antenna design ultimately limited operation to the 15-to-25-

MRz range, and the buoy repeaters were on between 1700Z and 2300Z. Thus,

the operation was restricted to the use of a single hop via the daytime

F layer. Since the buoys were launched about 250 nmi further away than

originally anticipated, we found that although illumination was often

good during the first part of the experiment, the illumination during

the last part of the experiment was often totally inadequate. The imple-

mentation of a lower repeater cutoff frequency and nighttime "on" periods

would have solved these problems.

Because of the limited time available to complete installation of

the repeaters in the buoys, it was not feasible to conduct controlled

preliminary tests prior to the POLE experiment. It is very important

that future tests include a test period during which buoys are tethered

and operated over a period of at least two weeks to check overall per-

formance. Moreover, once buoys are deployed, no probable direction of

buoy movement should be assumed. It is clear that successful multiple-

buoy tracking, to even greater ranges and for longer periods, could be

conducted in the future by means of OTH radar.

B. Sea Backscatter Measurements

Three types of recordings of long-range radio scatter from the sea

were obtained during the NORPAX period. These were: (1) continuous

samples near the R.V. Flip repeater for attainment of high Doppler reso-

lution, hence measurement of second-order scatter components, (2) wide-

area maps of the ocean surface for generation of wind-field maps, and

5
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(3) isolated recoidings near the R.V. Flip and the R.V. Washington for

increased calibration of the scatter by means of repeater echoes.

Type-I data were recorded only during the POLE experiment. These

data were processed off-line; hence, Doppler-spectrum perturbations

caused by the ionosphere could not be detected during recording. Also,

in order to simultaneously detect the Flip repeater, these data were

usually recorded at the same time of day. After all files of data were

sampled, on all tapes, it was found that most of the data possessed

scatter via multiple-mode propagation. This type of propagation yields

combined spectra where Doppler components from each mode are shifted un-

equally by the ionosphere. No attempt has been made in this report to

resolve the ambiguity. However, we are now exploring means to recover

the significant Bragg scattered Doppler components based on their known

relative frequency spacings. It is possible that recordings at other

times of day should have been attempted; however, the Flip repeater

operation was relatively fixed near late afternoon. It is also possible

that two-hop propagation, at frequencies below repeater cutoff, would

have been more suitable. It is certain that a radar antenna that permits

vertical beam steering would greatly reduce ionospheric perturbation of

the spectrum of sea backscatter from these ranges. Alternatively, data

should be recorded at closer ranges or over longer time intervals in

order to realize optimum propagation.

Type-2 data were recorded at various times during the periods

30 January to 13 February, and 4 March to 30 April 1974. A preliminary

survey of the data was made by our Stanford #olleagues in order to deter-

mine how much of the data was supported by good propagacion. This anal-

ysis is not considered to be complete, nor have any of the data sets been

---duccd e^CC 1-A-4-€P_. ..... maps. The samples recorded during a storm in March

were, however, used to derive estimates of ocean surface-wind speeds at

several spots.

6



Type-3 data were also used to derive ocean surface winds near the

POLE experiment, where in-situ measurements of winds were made available.

C. Future Work

Current and future research with high-resolution OTH radar in NORPAX

will concentrate on the improvement of our ability to infer ocean winds

from Doppler-processed sea backscatter. It is now known that wind direc-

tion can be inferred fairly aecurately, but improved measurements of wind

speed are needed. Hence, most of our effort will be devoted to the in-

terpretation of higher-order sea-scatter spectra for derivation of wind

speed and (hopefully) significant wave height.

The effort will require the recording of new sea backscatter data.

These data will be recorded at various times of day and at several dif-

ferent radar ranges in order to avoid the problems of last year. Ground

truth will come from ships of opportunity, usually U.S. Navy ships, that

traverse the newly expanded WARF coverage area. Most data recording will

be conducted using extended sampling, as in the recording of Type-i data

above; however efforts are now underway to provide real-time Doppler

processing and display while such data arn being recorded. Effects of

propagation on the scatter will thus be known. Analysis of the data will

determine the resolution limit of second-order scattering components and

the effect of spatial resolution and incoherent i.ntegration on these

limits. This work will again be conducted in cooperation with Scripps

and Stanford University.

7



III BUOY-TRACKING EXPERIMENT

A. Principles of Over-the-Horizon Radar

Over-the-horizon (OTH) radar was developed to provide a capability

for detecting targets at long ranges using ionospherically propagated

HF radio waves. Most radar systems are limited to line-of-sight ranges

because the frequencies used are too high to be reflected from iono-

spheric layers. At HF frequencies, however, propagation is possible to

about %.000 km using a single-hop mode from the F-layer of the ionosphere

and to much greater ranges with multiple hops and other modes. Energy

reflected from a discrete target or from the earth or sea surface is

backscattered over a similar ionospheric path to a receiver that is often

separated from the transmitter site to minimize direct signal transmis-

sion. A typical backscatter radar (OTH-B) is shown in Figure 1. Details

of the WARE system used in the NORPAX effort are given in Appendix A.

Since the signal reflected from a small target such as a buoy at a

range of 3000 km would be too small to be detected, a compact amplifier

or repeater can be used to provide a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the

receiver greater than 30 dB. The repeated signal is normally modulated,

with the carrier suppressed, to improve the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR)

and provide buoy identification.

B. Buoy Tracking at OTH Ranges

SRI had previously tracked an HF-repeater in a dritting buoy during

a period from 3 May 1973 through 9 August 1973. A map of the buoy track

is shown in Figure 2. It was initially launched at a range of about

1410 km and was tracked until 8 June, by which time it had drifted

9 Preceding page blank
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3071-1-471

FIGURE 1 OVER-THE-HORIZON RADAR

eastward to a range of about 990 km. At this range the required operating

frequency was below the cutoff frequency of the repeater, and tracking ef-

forts were discontinued. The buoy was reacquired by chance during another

W&RF experiment on 19 July after it had moved south and west to a range of

1400 km where the repeater operating frequency band was again satisfactory.

It subsequently was tracked moving west to a range of 1800 km on 9 August.

This buoy's repeater was designed to operate at a maximum radar cross52

section of 105 m on a cycle of one minute of each 5-minute period. This

duty cycle plus normal fading of ionospherically propagated signals gave

a data rate that was very low, yet a good tracking capability was demon-

strated. The buoy repeaters for use in NORPAX had several design im-

provements.

By the time of the NORPAX experiment, an improved WARF processor had

been developed to utilize a total of five antenna beams and to display

10
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all important target data on the terminal or operator console. This

processor was further optimized for tracking modulated buoy repeaters.

C. NORPAX Repeaters

Details regarding the repeater hardware for buoys and ships may be

found in Appendix B. The following paragraphs describe the design philos-

ophy and details particularly pertinent to radar operation for buoy de-

tection. The HF repeater in the buoy tracked in 1973 was completely

redesigned for use with the NORPAX buoys. This was done in order to

(1) increase the duty cycle, (2) move the modulation sidebands outside

the Doppler spectrum of normal sea clutter, (3) provide means for buoy

identificaton. and (4) proviue the capability for a remote monitor of

ocean temperature (which was instead used to monitor the repeater

battery voltage).

Since the POLE experiment was a cooperative effort of a number of

organizations taking data in a relatively small area of the Pacific, it

was necessary to limit the operating hours of the buoy repeaters. Each

repeater was a broadband amplifier reradiating any received signal in

the 15-to-25-MHz band. It could therefore interfere locally with other

radio transmissions in this part of the HF spectrum. Furthermore, unlesr.

very low frequencies are used (e.g., 3 to 6 MHz), good propagation con-

ditions between the WARF facility and the target area during the winter

an6 spring are available only for the daylight hours. Since the repeater

antenna design precluded use of frequencies below 15 M z, a period of six

hours between 1700Z and 2300Z was selected for buoy repeater operation.

Battery power was also conserved by restricting operating time.

A total of six buoys were deployed, three with drogues to minimize

drift due to surface winds, and three without drogueu. These were la-

beled A through F, with A, C, and E drogued, and B, D, and F not drogued.

12



It was expected that the drogued Luoys would respoud primarily to ocean

currents well below the surface wh le the non-drogued type would be more

strongly influenced by surface Weather conditions. In order to identify

each buoy and provide long-term tracking information, the signal trans-

mitted by each buoy was modulated at a frequency precisely controlled by

a quartz oscillator. The receiving system at Los Banos uses separate

receivers for the two repeater sidebands. Since these receivers have a

bandwidth of 100 Hz, and the modulation frequencies of the buoys were

separated by about 120 Hz, it was not possible to receive both sidebands

from more than one buoy simultaneously. To provide additional identifi-

cation, the frequency separation between successive buoys was increased

by 0.5 Hz so that the apparent Doppler of a spurious buoy signal as

measured by the processor will differ from the Doppler of the buoy being

tracked by some multiple of 0.5 lHz. An additional modulation was also

used to indicate the level of the repeater batteries. For this purpose

a stable voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) provided a frequency offset

in the 0-to-5-Hz range as a linear function of battery voltage. The VCO

was initially set to a frequency of 3.75 Hz, and during the expected

period of operation of four months it would decrease possibly 20%°. The

data processor was programmed to read the VCO frequency and provide a

check on probable repeater life.

D. NORPAX Buoy- and Ship-Tracking System

Details regarding the receiving, recording, and display equipment

are given in Appendix C. The purpose of this subsection is to outline

the novel way in which individual repeaters were detected, identified,

and located by sampling and processing the outputs of five HF receivers

simultaneously.

13



1. Operational Design

The WARF receiving system for tracking the buoy repeaters at

Los Banos utilized a processor designed for five-azimuth coverage of

targets at OTH ranges. Because of the requirement for buoy identifica-

tion it was necessary to use oi.e receiving channel to monitor the lower

sideband (LSB) of the repeater signal and compare it with a receiver

channel monitoring the upper sideband (USB). If both sidebands had the

same apparent time delay and Doppler offset due to the VCO frequency, it

was possible to conclude that they originated at the same buoy.

It was necessary to use a third receiver channel to monitor

the sea clutter in the target area and provide a reference signal against

which to measure target and ionospheric Doppler frequencies. These three

receiving channels (LSB, USB, and Clutter) were connected to the center

(00) azimuth beam of the WARF array through a power splitter. The two

remaining receiver channels were connected to beams at k1/4e from the

main beam, and each monitored the upper-sideband signal from the repeater.

Thus, azimuthal measurement accuracy was provided by three adjacent an-

tenna beams, each covering an area roughly 60 km in range by 20 km in

azimuth, and the three beams were spaced by 1/4 , or about 15 km. Four

receivers were tuned for a particular buoy modulation by remote control

of two synthesizers (USB and LSB) using one of six push-button switches.

These switches also provided the computer with an identification of the

buoy being tracked. A seventh switch was provided to connect all re-

ceivers to receive sea -' ---, simultaneously, in conjunction with sea

backscatter measurements made under the second task of the SRI effort

under NORPAX. This mode of operation also was used to monitor the two

repeaters installed on the ships participating in the POLE experiment,

rho RA'. Wahingon janti R.. Flin4
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The radar operating time delay and azimuth were also controlled

remotely by switches near the buoy selectors.

2. Radar Processing for Repeater Detections

The outputs of the five receiver channels were processed into

21 range cells. For the normal signal bandwidth of 50 kHz, the total

range interval was 400 gs, or 60 kin, giving a range resolution of 3 km.

Where a larger target window was needed, a bandwidth of 20 kHz was used,

resulting in a 1-ms or 150-km range interval. The range resolution was

then 7.5 km. The latter mode was used primarily for search c large

areas when the target position was not known.

The signal was also spectrum-analyzed to provide an equivalent

Doppler coverage of -2.5 Hz, with resolution of 0.078 Hz. The buoys

drifted at such a slow rate (typically less than 0.3 knot) that any ttue

Doppler frequency would have been less than about 0.02 Htz and not measur-

able. However, the modulation sidebands appear as frequency shifts,

which the processor analyzes and records in the same fashion as a Doppler

component. By initial choice of the VCO frequency (3.75 Hz) in the buoy

and the local oscillator injection at the. receiver, the frequency off-

set measured initially was ±1.25 Hz for the USB and LSB, respectively.

By the end of the test, the offset decreased to about =0.75 Htz, corre-

sponding to a VCO of 3.25 Hz.

The operating procedure normally employed for buoy tracking

included two data samples of 12.8 s each, which were then averaged by

4the processor to enhance detection sensitivity and position accuracy.

*Total sample and process time for this "2-map average,' including plot-

ting and listing all the data on a computer terminal, is about 51 s. It

, t!jus onvenient to take one data file per minite and allow time to

change parameters between files as necessary.

15



Details of the data processing and an explanation of the

computer-generated detections records are given in Appendix C.

3. Calibration Procedures

In order to verify that the radar and data processor were

operating normally, a calibration check was run each day prior to the

turn-on time of the buoys. A locally generated SFCW signal with modula-

tion simulating each of the six buoy signals in sequence was radiated

from a reference whip antenna near the center of the receiving array.

The modulation included an offset corresponding to a different VCO fre-

quency for each buoy to further check the real-time processor as well as

the post-processor where VCO is calculated. The signal was received on

the array and processed as a normal buoy signal. Hard-copy records show-

ing the buoy identification and a detection confirmed that the radar was

operating normally.

E. Tracking Results

I. Operation with Buoys

During the POLE experiment, data on buoy positions were passed

by telephone to Scripps Institution of Oceanography on a daily basis.

Radio cormunication with the R.V. Washington was used to coordinate op-

erating periods for the repeaters on the Flip and the Washington and to

exchange data on buoy detections and ship positions. Following the con-

clusion of the POLE experiment on 14 February, a preliminary sumnmary of

all buoy and ship positions obtained by the OTH radar was forwarded to

Scripps. These data have since been refined, and corrected positions

have been submitted to Scripps. During the continued tracking of Buoys

C and E after the POLE experiment, reports of positions were telephoned

16



to Scripps as they were obtained each week. All final buoy and ship

position estimates are included in this report.

a. Initial Results

The NORPAX buoys were launched on 28 January 1974 from

the R.V. Washington under the supervision of personnel from the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography near 350 N, 1550 W. The launch times and

positions are shown in Table I and plotted in Figure 3.

Table I

REPORIED LAUNCH TIMES AND POSITIONS FOR NORPAX BUOYS

Position

Launch Time Latitude Longitude

Buoy ID (GMT) (0 N) (0 W)

A 2200 34.983 155.070

B 2306 35.018 155.115

C 2132 35.055 155.082

D 2110 35.057 155.120
E 2150 35.018 155.070

F 2248 34.985 155.115

The buoys were designated on the SRI processor output as

A, B, C, D, E, and F, corresponding to numerical identifications I through

6 assigned by Scripps. Buoys A, C, and E were the drogued type, and Buoys

B, D, and F were not drogued. The buoys were initially spaced at about

5-km intervals with the three drogue types east of the three non-drogue

types, each group along a north-south line. The repeaters were actuated

at 1700Z as planned, but launching was delayed until 2100Z and the last

......... 1,.ncherl ftr the repeaters were automatically turned off at

2300Z No positive detections were made on the first day although

17
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FIGURE 3 LAUNCH POSITIONS AND TIMES FOR NORPAX
BUOYS

several USB signals probably originating from one or more buoys were

observed. Repeaters on R.V. Flip and R.V. Washington were also operated,

and positive identification of the Washington was made with 12 detections

in a 20-minute period placing the ship at 35.160 N, 154.86P W. The re-

ported ship position for that time was about 18 km west-southwest of the

radar position.

On 29 January positive detections were made on Buoys B,

C, E, and F. Examples of these detections are shown on the real-time

records in Figures 4 through 7, respectively (note the buoy identifica-

! tion at the lower left of each figure). A detailed explanation of these

4 records is given in Appendix C. No positive detection was made on Buoy A

on this date or subsequently. Although apparent detections were made

for Buoy D, these later proved to be false, as described below. Since a

large enough area was initially searched, it has been concluded that

Buoys A and D did not operate after launch.

18
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On 30 January the entire day was devoted to recording the

first set of data for the second part of our NORPAX effort with Scripps

and Stanford to map the wind direction over a wide area. Judging by the

strong buoy echoes on the previous day, there was no indication that some

buoys might not later function or not be detected.

On 31 January, Buoy C was detected, and on I February and

4 February, Buoys C and E were both easily detected. Efforts to detect

Buoys B and F (as well as A and D) proved futile. During this period

the radar system was extensively checked using the buoy-echo simulator

in order to calibrate the system. Since echoes from Buoys C and E were

seen strongly, there is no doubt that the system was working normally.

Despite extensive searches discussed below, no further detections of

Buoys B and F were made and the specific search for these buoys was dis-

continued after 27 February.

b. Buoy-C History

Buoy C continued to operate strongly through most of

February, but it frequently was weakez by about 10 dB than Buoy E. It

was tracked through 27 Februavy, after which no further contact was made

despite extensive searches. Of 15 operating days on which buoys were

tracked between 29 January and 27 February, Buoy C was detected on 14 of

these days. The detection record for the last day on which it was seen,

as shown in Figure 8, lists an SNR of more than 26 dB. On the next

operating day, 4 March, it could not be detected and it has been con-

cluded that it ceased to operate after 27 February. A complete history

of its positions and track is given in Section III-E-3.

2
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c. Buoy-E History

Buoy E was detected exceptionally well throughout the

period concluding on 31 May. It was readily tracked although it appears

to have broken its drogue around 8 March because it then moved rapidly

eastward. It was easily located on 14 and 15 March and again on 23 March

with the aid of the facsimile display, (described below) although it had

drifted more than 150 km.

Daytime propagation conditions became significantly worse

as summer ionospheric conditions prevailed. Heavy E-layer blanketing

frequently prevented illumination of the target area during the operating

hours of thc buoy repeaters. Efforts to make occasional detections of

Buoy E after 31 May were unsuccessful primarily because of such condi-

tions. A record of a Buoy-E detection at the end of its tracking his-

tory is shown in Figure 9. Despite marginal propagation conditions a

total of 24 detections were made on 31 May. It is likely that this buoy

continued to operate beyond that date. Of 34 days devoted to buoy track-

ing between 29 January and 31 May, Buoy E was detected on 33 of these

days.

d. False Detection of Buoy D

Detection of Buoy D on 29 January was reported to Scripps,

based on real-time observations and confirmed by post-processing of the

data. A few similar detections were reported on 31 January, 5 February,

and 12 February. However, closer examination of the data showed the

apparent detections to be caused by simultaneous reception of an LSB

from Buoy C and a USB from Buoy E. Such a condition can arise only if

Buoys C and E are located at approximately the same time delay (range)

from the radar and the search for Buoy D is being made at a time-delay

difference equivalent to the 120.5-hz separation in buoy modulation
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frequencies. With a 50-kHz SFCW waveform, 120 1Hz is equivalent to a

0.48-ms time delay. An example of such a detection made on 29 January

is shown in Figure 10 where the apparent range to Buoy D was 20.94 ms.

The apparent range to Buoys C and E at nearly the same time was 21.42 ms,

a difference of 0.48 ms. All apparent detections of Buoy D were similar

and were proven to be spurious. It was therefore concluded that no valid

detections were made and that this buoy apparently never operated.

e. Searches for Buoys B and F

Buoys B and F were not detected on 31 January or 1 Febru-

ary, while good detections of Buoys C and E were achieved. Since both

buoys were non-drogued and we had been advised that they would drift

eastward, the search area was extended up to 200 km eastward from the

launch point, again with no success. The entire period of 4-9 February

was devoted to buoy tracking, and the search area was extended up to

300 km west, 750 km east, 200 km north, and 100 km south, with no detec-

tions of Buoys B or F. Buoys C and E were drifting mostly northward

during this period and were readily tracked.

In order to pcovide real-time display expanded in range,

a video receiver system was employed beginning on 9 February, in addi-

tion to the normal computer display. This system digitally spectrum-

analyzed and displayed the receiver audio-tone output on a continuous

facsimile chart. A receiver with a passband of 200 to 1400 Hz was used

with a display of 0 to I kf4z from the analyzer. The useful range that

was displayed covered 800 Hz, or 480 km, with the usual 50-kliz SFCW

waveform. A wider antenna beam was also used to give about 200 km azi-

muthal coverage. An independent SFCW generator was employed to permit

setting the time delay and hence the range interval displayed without

* aiecting rh ompuLeL display. The format of t-h,. disolav is shown in
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Figure 11. The receiver frequency was set to place any selected buoy at

the center of the record. Other buoys at the same range would be spaced

as shown. A buoy at a greater range would be displayed to the right of

the position shown. Such a display provides no identification of a buoy,

480 km-.

- -6 km

I min i
E 0 C B A

1oo Hz 40 pT

CENTER TO

FIGURE 11 DISPLAY FORMAT FOR VIDEO-RECEIVER
BUOY-TRACKING SCHEME

since the position on the record is a function of both tile buoy modula-

tion frequency and its range. It does show the presence of a buoy, and

-~ -identification can be accomplished by the computer processor. Thle sensi-

tivity of thle system (i.e., the ability to detect a fading echo) was found

to be only a little less than that of the computer processor, with thle

advantage that all buoys could be seen simultaneously over a wide ocean

1 ,

area. Buoys known to be operating (Buoys C and E) consistently gave

L "~vary cronv returns on this video recording. Range and azimuth resolu-

tion were poor, but detectiLon of buoys was the primary goal. It was

|29
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typical that any signal producing a detection on the computer display

was also visible on the facsimile record. The facsimile record also pro-

vided a continuous display of the fading of buoy signals not possible

with the sampled output of the computer display. A typical record of

the facsimile recorder showing Buoys C and E is shown in Figure 12 for

9 February. The figure also shows the effect of fading on the Buoy C

signal. Since the processor samples for about 30 s, it could miss a

detection during a fade such as the one shown; hence, several computer

data samples were recorded for each buoy at every position. The facsimile

display was also useful for identifying ship repeaters (discussed below).

After discussion of the search for Buoys B and F with

Scripps personnel, the search on 12 February was concentrated in the

quadrant northwest of the launch point and on 14 February in the north-

east quadrant. On 19 and 20 February an additional receiving antenna

(a single LPA) was used to look further north than was possible with the

WARF array. Although system sensitivity was about 10 dB lower with this

antenna, Buoys C and E were still detected, but no echoes from Buoys B

or F were seen. The total area searched extended 375 km west, 800 km

east, and 600 km north without success.

At this point, we concluded that one of the following had

happened to Buoys B and F:

(I) The buoys sank.

(2) The buoys either were not operating or were
repeating at a signal level considerably below

the initial strength.

(3) They traveled to the west much faster than
predicted such that on 6 February they had
moved over 300 km at a rate of about one knot.

(4) They moved rapidly north such that on 4

February they had moved over 200 km at a rate
of about one knot.
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ON 9 FEBRUARY 1974
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(5) They moved approximately northwest at

0.5 knot or more, such that the early

extended scans to the north and west did
not encompass their tracks.

(6) They went south.

(7) They were picked up by some other party,

either U.S. or foreign.

Both Scripps and SRI were inclined to reject Alternative 1.

Item 2 is possible because Buoys A and D apparently did not operate and

Buoy C operated at a level some 10 to 20 dB lower than designed, Our

Scripps colleagues could not accept 3, 4, or 6, and we could not accept

7 because it would have been too risky.

This left Item 5 as most probable. Therefore during the

period of 25-27 February additional searches were made north and west of

the launch point for Buoys B and F, but without success. Buoy C ceased

to operate after 27 February and concerted efforts to find Buoys B and F

were also discontinued after that date. However, during March and April,

in conjunction with the wide-area ocean-scatter mapping effort, two re-

ceiver channels were operated as buoy detectors. A total of 15 scans

were made covering about 1 million square miles, over ranges of 1800 to

3600 km from the WARF radar. Although Buoy E was readily detected during

this period, no echoes from Buoys B, C, or F were received.

We have concluded, therefore, that if the buoys operated

as designed, they could have escaped detection if they headed approxi-

mately northwest at an unusually (and unpredicted) high speed, thus mov-

ing beyond the areas searched and not returning to the WARE coverage

area.
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2. Operation with Ships

Repeaters on R.V. Flip and R.V. Washington produced echoes for

use in signal calibration for sea-scatter measurements and for evaluation

of the OTH radar position accuracy. The design of these repeaters dif-

fered from that of the buoy repeaters, as described in Appendix B. All

receivers operated to receive sea clutter and both repeater sidebands.

The signals from the ship repeaters were also quite strong, and the re-

peater on the Flip was reduced by 10 dB on 5 February with no loss of

detectability. The antenna used with the Flip repeater was also changed

to provide a better radiation pattern for calibrating radar equipment on

the Washington.

Since the two sidebands of the ship repeaters were separated

in range it was necessary to select a time delay that placed both side-

bands in the receiver bandwidth of 100 Hz. For the Flip, the spacing

was 46 Hz, and little difficulty was found in centering the returns. For

the R.V. Washington, the spacing of 86 Hz required more careful position-

ing of the center time delay. To avoid identification problems, opera-

tion of the repeaters was scheduled at different times where possible.

Typical detection records for the Flip and the Washington are shown in

Figures 13 and 14, respectively, The repeaters could also produce side-

bands at odd harmonics of the modulation frequency. However, the appar-

ent Doppler of the harmonics differed from that of the fundamental; hence

identification of such spurious signals was accomplished.

3. Final Data Processing for Buoy Positions

The computer data processor used for the NORPAX buoy tracking

did not provide real-time target positions since the antenna configura-

. ..LL.. Ubu ^b .i _-ke gnft a Since additional post-

experiment processing was required in any event to obtain buoy
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identification, daily latitude/longitude plots, VCO measurement, mean

target coordinates, and relative target positions, the main processing

software was not rewritten. Instead, a comprehensive processor was de-

vised to examine all detections made during a test, list them by buoy

identification number, compute their actual coordinates, plot the lati-

tude/longitude versus time for each buoy, measure and plot the VCO fre-

quency versus time, and determine relative target positions. The design

and use of this processor, with typical detection examples, are described

in Appendix D.

The daily positions of the buoys that were obtained from the

post processing records are listed in Table 2. Figure 15 shows the 29

January positions of the four buoys detected on that date and the only

detections of Buoys B and F. A plot of the track of Buoy C is shown in

35.2
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FIGURE 15 INITIAL POSITIONS OF BUOYS ON
29 JANUARY 1974 FROM WARF DATA
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Table 2

NORPAX BUOY POSITIONS FROM TRACKING DATA

Latitude Longitude

Date Buoy ID (0 ") (0 W)

29 Jan B 35.09 154.84

C 35.17 154.80

E 35.15 154.82

F 35.17 *54.84

31 Jan C 35.31 154.69

1 Feb C 35.29 154.79
E 35.27 154.85

4 Feb C 35.55 154.94
E 35.32 155.16

5 Feb C 35.60 154.93
E 35.31 155.20

6 Feb C 35.43 154.98
E 35.62 154.95

7 Feb E 35.70 154.81

8 Feb C 35.86 155.01

E 35.58 154.91

9 Feb C 35.97 154.83

E 35.75 154.70

12 Feb C 36.22 155.22
E 35.77 155.14

114 Feb C 36.60 154.79
E 36.35 154.95

19 Feb C 36.85 153.67

E 36.39 154.62

20 Feb C 36.70 153.32

E 36.27 154.67

26 Feb C 36.29 152.72

E 36.51 155.52

27 Feb C 36.42 152.79

E 36.50 155.32
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Table 2 (Concluded)

Latitude Longitude

Date Buoy ID (0 N) C W)

4 Mar E 36.49 155.69

6 Mar E 36.41 155.83

8 Mar E 36.37 155.51

14 Mar E 36.93 154.75

15 Mar E 36.92 154.65

23 Mar E 37.46 153.30

25 Mar E 37.60 152.68

27 Mar E 37.36 152.48

5 Apr E 37.20 150.75

11 Apr E 37.75 148.26

15 Apr E 37.58 148.41

16 Apr E 37.55 148.44

17 Apr E 37.45 148.57

24 Apr E 37.56 148.23

26 Apr E 37.71 147.87

30 Apr E 37.63 14..42

10 May E 37.66 147.82

17 Nay E 37.82 147.46

24 May E 38.01 147.17

31 May E 37.91 146.96
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Figure 16 for the period 29 January through 27 February. The track of

Buoy E is shown in Figure 17 covering the period of 29 January through

31 May.
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FIGURE 16 TRACK OF BUOY C AS OBSERVED FROM THE
LOS BANOS WARF SITE, 29 JANUARY TO

27 FEBRUARY 1974

4. Position Accuracy

a. Flip Positions

The tracking effort for the repeater on the Flip was of

particular importance in evaluating tracking accuracy. Satellite fixes

on the position of the ilip were made during the period of the POLL ex-

periments, and the accuracy of these fixes was estimated to be within

.1.5 nmi. Radar positions were established on eight days between 29

January and 8 February. The radar and satellite positions are shown in

Table 3 and are plotted in Figure 18. The range differences in nautical

miles between the two sets of positions are shown in Table 4. The dif-

ferenzes are expressed in terms of rN and 5E in order to separate the

errors into possible range and azimuth errors of the radar pojitions.

As seen in Figure 18, the radar positions are all to the east except for
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FIGURE 17 TRACK OF BUOY E AS OBSERVED FROM THE LOS BANOS WARF

SITE, 29 JANUARY TO 31 MAY 1974

8 February, and all to the north except for 29 January. The errors for

the remaining days are generally in the same direction and similar in

magnitude.

The mean error for the six days, excluding 29 January and

8 February, is 15.6 29. nmi. The direction of the error is nearly

along the path to the radar and implies that the error is primarily one

in range. This error could arise from errors in the assumed virtual

height. The radar observations of the Flip were made near 2300Z on five

days (29 and 31 January, and 1, 4, and 7 February) during the POLE ex-

periment and near 2000Z during three days (5,6, and 8 February). As

shown in Figure 18, on each of the five days when data were taken in late

afternoon the range to the Flip is less than the correct value, implying

that the assumed virtual height is higher than the real virtual height.

--.. t .ays ( nud 8 February) when the d A were taken near local noon,

the range was close to the true range, indicating that the assumed
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Table 3

POSITIONS OF R.V. FLIP FROM SATELLITE AND WARF DATA

Satellite WARF

Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude

Date (0 N) ( 0 W) (0 N) (0 W)

29 Jan 35.038 155.143 34.94 155.00

31 Jan 35.072 155.072 35.15 154.88

1 Feb 35.152 155.150 35.22 154.87

4 Feb 35.053 155.387 35.06 155.07

5 Feb 35.037 155.427 35.25 155.10

6 Feb 35.057 155.403 35.36 155.22

7 Feb 35.087 155.320 35.18 154.96

8 Feb 35.020 155.222 35.43 155.34

height (which was approximately 310 km for all tests) more nearly

matched the real. height. It is thus evident that improved virtual-height

measurements would sigoioficantly reduce position errors, and such mea-

surements have already been implemented &t WARF. Initial tests of this

implementation are described in Appendix E.

Figure 18 and "rable & also show that the azimuthal error

on 6 and 8 February was significantly greater than on the other dates.

The mean 6N for these days was 18.5 nmi, while for the other five days

the mean error was 4.2 nmi. The nean radar 3zimuth of the Flip for 6

February was -6.70 and for 8 February it was -(.9 . On 7 February it

was -6.2w. The observed azimuth thus appear.s to be related to the local

time of observation, and possibly to a change in ionospheric tilts.
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FIGURE 18 RADAR AND SATELLITE POSITIONS OF FLIP, 29 JANUARY
TO 8 FEBRUARY 1974

Table 4

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF R V. FLIP FROM SATELLITE AND WARF DATA

Bearing

Date iN 6E 5R (deg)

29 Jan -6.50 12.20 13.82 118

31 Jan 4.70 9.41 10.52 26

1 Feb 4.10 13.74 14.34 17
4 Feb .40 15.55 15.56 2

5 Feb 12.80 16.05 20.53 39

6 Feb 18.20 9.00 20.30 64
7 Feb 5.60 17.67 18.54 18

8 Feb 24.60 -5.81 25.27 347

Average 9.61 12.43 15.71 38
Values
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b. R.V. Washington Positions

Positions were also recorded for the R.V. Washington during

the POLE experiment. It was intended that these positions relative to

the R.V. Flip would provide additional data on the accuracy of the WARF

system. Measurements made on both targets at nearly the same time should

give relative positions within the resolution limits of the radar, since

virtual-height errors would cancel out. A limited number of detections

were made in which both repeaters were operating at the same time, but

the apparent positions were spread due to antenna sidelobe rec'eption of

the strong repeater signals. Not enough data were recorded at these

times to permit exclusion of such errors. Also, no log data were avail-

able on the actual relative positions of the ships, so no accuracy esti-

mates could be made. The observed mean positions for the R.V. Washington

are shown in Table 5 for four days on which detections were made. On

three of these days, 31 January, and 5 and 8 February, position data on

the Flip were also available, and the positions of the two ships are

plotted in Figure 19. On 9 February, detections were made of both the

Flip and the Washington, but the apparent positions were highly spread

and were therefore not used.

Table 5

POSITIONS OF R.V. WASHINGTON FROM WARF DATA

Time Latitude Longitude

Date (GT) C N) ( W)

28 Jan 2315 35.16 154.86
31 Jan 2220 35.16 154.78

5 Feb 2010 35.30 154.95

8 Feb 2020 35.59 155.22
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FIGURE 19 RELATIVE POSITIONS OF R.V. WASHINGTON
AND R.V. FLIP ON THREE DAYS OF
SIMULTANEOUS DETECTIONS

c. Buoy Positions

We had proposed that the radar be operated for a 3-to-L-houc

period for buoy repeater detection in order to ens re the best possible

absolute and relative position accuracies. We LiKewise had hoped that

the Flip repeater would stay on for the same period of time to provide

an additional position reference. Since we can only estimate an average

virtual ionospheric height during the experiment--either with computer

raytra.ing or vertical-incidence soundings over WARF--data are needed

over a period of an hour or more Juring which a suitable average can

smooth out short-term ionospheric height variation. After initial loca-

tion of one or more buoys, at least an hour of data was recorded on the

buo) positions. Our specially desiogned operator console for buoy track-

ing gave us the capability for switching between two preset repeater

radar positions. This switching was done constantly throughout the
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tracking period, except when only Buoy E was operating. The five-receiver

processor was optimized to detect one buoy at a time, giving the capabil-

ity for accurate position estimates and precise VCO frequency measurement.

The processor switching between buoys over a long perioe, with subsequent

time averaging, provides a more accurate estimate of relative position

than if two buoys had been detected simultaneously. Apparent position

errors caused by localized short-term ionospheric-height variations are

different at different radar coordinates; however the longer-term aver-

age will smooth these variations at each buoy location. It also follows

from our past experience that the long-term averaged position estimates

should yield absolute position accuracies with the specified ±10 nmi

error.

F. Propagation Conditions

Several ionospheric propagation phenomena may occur in the operation

of an OTH radar that affect detection sensitivity and target location

accuracy. The effects of these phenomena vary with the season of the

year, hours of operation, target range, the frequency of operation, and

the particular OTH radar application. Propagation problems that were

encountered in the NORPAX experiment could be traced to (i) the longer-

than-anticipated range of the POLE location, and (2) insufficient fre-

quency range and on-time of the repeaters.

I. Illumination of Target Area

The basic requirement for any operation is that the target

area be adequately illuminated by the radar. The best illumination is

achieved by first observing the distribution of backscatter energy versus

range and frequency as displayed on ionograms, then by choosing the most

suitable operating frequency. The sea-clutter spectrum display then
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gives a precise measure of the signal strengths over the path. The sub-

clutter visibility and the shape of the sea-clutter spectrum permits the

operator to evaluate the usefulness of the operating frequency.

Examples of the backscatter ionograms are shown in Figures

20 and 21, for 1 February and 23 May, respectively. Figure 20 shows ac-

ceptable illumination of the target area on I February; (Buoy E was at

21.4 ms). By comparison, the 23 May record in Figure 21 shows heavy

direct ionospheric scatter and blanketing E-layer propagation--such that

no illumination was possible to the range of Buoy E at 18 ms during the

day on that date.

The diurnal variation in propagation conditions is such that

trong signals in the target area were possible typically between about

1600Z and 2400Z in January-March. During the POLE experiment in early

February the conditions were especially good for buoy detection; no dif-

ficulties were experienced in illuminating the target area, except on

occasional magnetically disturbed days.

The long-range, single-hop propagation degradation in Figure

21 began in April and was ge~ierally caused by losses in signal strength

due to refraction, or possibly total reflection, by the ionospheric E

and sporadic-E layers. These losses were such that operation after

2300Z, possibly to 0400Z, would have resulted in much better detection

capability. In general, the propagation beyond 1000 nmi in the summer,

typically May through August, is poor during the day, but good during

tne hours from late afternoon through approximately 0600Z. By contrast,

during the late fall, winter, and early spring mon'hs, the long ranges

are covered well during the day, but rather poorly (except at very low

frequencies) between sunset and sunrise. Because the duty cycle was

..... ra.. ,, ,c a of ,i paer eily, ind hocatise we wanted to

average all the buoy hits over about 3 to 4 hours, we chose to make the
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6 hours continuous. This also simplified the buoy clock design. Since

the buoys were turned off at 2300Z, it was not possible to use the night-

time propagation conditions in tracking Buoy E, and no detections were

made after 31 May.

2. Repeater Frequency Limit

The buoy launch point was at the extreme range usable for the

single-hop propagation mode, even under the best of conditions. The

buoy design called for a repeater frequency range of 15 to 25 MHz, which

would have been ieeal for 1-hop propagation at the originally planned

launch position of 350 N, 1500 W--some 250 nmi closer. Also, it was

expected that the buoys would probably drift eastward (as Buoys C and

E in truth did), leading to an even better propagation situation.

On many days, better illumination could have been achieved by

the use of 2-hop F-layer propagation. Unfortunately, the frequency of

operation for such a mode was almost always below 15 MHz--the lower

limit of the buoy repeater. The low frequency limit was due to buoy

antenna degredation caused by physical limitation on antenna length.

For both long-range ano very-short-range experiments (less than 1500 km)

an improved antenna design is needed, and can be achieved.

3. Multiple Propagacion Modes

A third problem, but one of relatively little significance to

the detection of discrete targets well removed form the clutter, arises

from the appearance of multiple propagation modes. These modes are

caused by propagation to the target and back by more than one path, where

each path has a different time delay and correspondingly different ap-

parent target ranges. This problem was very evident at the long ranges

* to the POLE location.
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Propagation is typically by means of the lower-ray F-layer mode.

However, at frequencies near the MUF the upper ray will have a time delay

slightly greater than the lower ray and two or more modes may occur simul-
taneously within the range window of the radar. The difficulty may be

compounded by the presence of other strongly reflecting layers, parti-

cularly E., giving rise to so-called M-modes.5 The presence of these

multimode echoes can obviously cause errors in target location unless the

exact mode can be identified. The operator can usually detect the pres-

ence of multimodes in the structure of the sea-clutter spectrum as evi-

denced by multiple peaks. Often, a change of frequency (especially if

the operating frequency is near the MUF) will eliminate the multipath

condition. It is often advantageous to generate a 3D display of the five-

receiver spectral output in order to observe all range cells independently.

As shown in Figure 22, multimodes are clearly displayed as discrete tar-

gets having the same Doppler but different ranges. The shortest time

delay will occur for the lower-ray one-hop mode, from which positions

are computed most accurately.

G. Recommendations for Future Operations

Although successful tracking of two buoys was achieved during this

phase of the NORPAX effort, the fate of four others is uncertain. How-

ever, based on the knowledge obtained from these tests, an OTH radar

buoy-tracking program could be implemented to give a high probability of

nearly year-round detection at ranges of 800 to 5000 km. The program

should have the following capabilities not available in the test just con-

cluded:

(1) The operating frequency range should be extended

to cover 5 to 25 MHz, primarily to permit the use

of night operations where the MUF is typically

Lower than the 15-MHz limit of the previous buoys.
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These frequency Limits would also permit the
use of 2- and 3-hop propagation for the longer
ranges. The primary changes required would be
in buoy antenna design.

(2) The repeater cross section should be increased

to 70 dBsm at all frequencies to provide im-
proved SNR, expecially at the longer ranges.
The amplifier output would need to be 10 to

20 watts.

(3) The on-time of the repeater could be remotely

controlled to minimize battery drain when the
radar was not operating and to permit an optimum
choice of operating times based on seasonal propa-

gation conditions. With increased repeater power
output, the control cf operating time would offset
the additional oattery drain. Alternatively, a

split cycle in daily -)eration, such as during
the hours 1800 to 22,Z and 0100 to 0500Z would
at least give greater detection assurance.

(4) Additional receivers and more antenna beams
would be employed to improve azimuth accuracy and

provide wider coverage during a search for the
target. The computer processor would be opti-
mized for real-time tracking data.

(5) Higher radar power could be used to improve

long-range detection capability or to permit

wider azimuthal coverage without sacrificing

sensitivity.

(6) Vertical soundings of ionospheric height should
be implemented to improve target position accuracy.

(7) An operational check of the system should be made
with all buoys in the water for at least two weeks

prior to their release.

(8) Improved buoy identification procedures should
be implemented in order to preclude false de-
tections in a multiple-buoy environment.

(9) The radar operation should incorporate at the
the beginning the following important rules:

__p-_ apa- rha annno tenown a nriorn

where the buoys will drift, or at what speed;
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Second, follow the buoys very closely (daily) for

several days immediately after launch; Third,
begin every day's operation with a lower resolu-

tion scan (wide-area search mode) to determine
the general location of each buoy, which would
be followed by the high-resolution hits aimed

at more accurate positioning.

If, on any day, a buoy was not initially detected,

it would be mandatory that the operator devote
more time to finding it, at the expense of all
but a fe'4 hits on detected buoys.
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IV SEA BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENTS

Three types of data were recorded for use in a study of the correla-

tion of the HF sea-backscatter Doppler spectrum with oceanic winds and

sea state. These data included: (1) Dedicated continuous data samples

near the R.V. Flip. (2) wide-area real-time surveillance of a large por-

tion of the WARF coverage area, and (3) isolated real-time recordings

near the Flip. These data sets were to be used to evaluate and refine

the accuracy for measuring oceanic parameters by HF radar; the wide-area

scans were also to be used to map ocean winds over a large area. Data

reduction for the first and last set is essentially complete, "'hough it

is our opinion that more could be done with the continuous samples near

the Flip using high Doppler resolution. Data reduction for the wide-area

surveillance will be completed in 1975. All of the reduced data are being

shared among our colleagues at Scripps and Stanford.

The following sections summarize the experiments and preliminary re-

duction for the three sets of data.

A. Continuous Sampling for High Doppler Resolution

1. Experiment Description

During the period of the POLE experiment, 28 January to 14 Feb-

ruary, data were recorded to permit subsequent analysis for the spectral

components in energy backscattered from the ocean surface. On 12 days of

this period during which tracking of buoy repeaters was the principal

effort, data were recorded on digital tape using an integration time of

15 minutes. Three 15-minute samples were recorded on each of these days

with the target centered in the vicinity of the Flip or near 350 N, 1550 W.
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The normal Integration time for other records made during these experi-

ments was 12,8 s. With a greatly increased integration time, much higher

resolution of spectral components was possible in post-analysis,

Observers on R.V. Flip and R.V. Washington made simultaneous

local measurements of ocean surface conditions and wind direction and

speed during the POLE experiment period. The data thus obtained are

being compared with the HF data recorded by the WARF OTH radar to deter-

mine the degree of correlation.

This high-resolution hackscatter effort utilized the full WARF

system but only a single antenna beam and a single receiver. The SFCW

waveform was used with a 50-kHz bandwidth. The receiver was operated

with a low-pass bandwidth of 870 Hz. The audio tone was sampled at a

rate of 2560 Hz, and a total of 2250 records per file were recorded on

digital tape.

Where possible, the records were taken during periods when the

HF repeater on the Flip was in operation. Such records were made on six

days. Data were taken near OOOOZ on 11 days and near 1800Z on I day. A

complete log of the data obtained is given in Table 6. Those files with

an (t) under the column heading "Flip" indicate that the Flip repeater

was clearly visible on those samples.

2. High-Resolution Data Processing

The digitized SFCW backscatter sweeps from each recording day

were Fourier-analyzed 3-D output formats of amplituee versus time delay

(range) and Doppler shift. This off-line processing is essentially

identical to the real-time processing described earlier. The output from

the off-line processor is displayed in: (1) the 3-D format, (2) the

spectral avcragc of all rnge Iineq; and (3) the SNR plot of the strongest

return at each Doppler divided by the average (Item 2) less the three

strongest returns at said Doppler.
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Table 6

DATA LOG FOR HICH-RESOLUTION BACKSCATTER
IN THE VICINITY OF R.V.FLIP

Time

File (GT) Frequency Time Delay Az Tape
Date No. Start Stop (Fakz) (mg) (degree) Flip Numbei

28 Jan 1 2338 2353 20.91-20.96 21.54 -6.25 t 419
2 2353 0008 20.91-20.96 21.54 -6.25 --

3 0018 0033 20.30-20.35 21.54 -6.25 --

29 Jan 1 2335 2350 23.70-23.75 21.5 -6.25 -- 465
2* 2355 0010 21.80-21.85 22.4 -6.25 t
3* 0010 0025 21.80-21.85 22.4 -6.25 --

31 Jan 1 2331 2346 18.80-18.,5 21.48 -6.25 t 470
2 2346 0001 18.80-18.85 21.48 -6.25

3 0004 0019 18.30-18.35 21.48 -6.25 --

1 Feb 1 2337 2352 19.31-19.36 21.50 -6.25 t 473
2 2352 0007 19.31-19.36 21.50 -6.25 t
3 0007 0022 19.31-19.36 21.50 -6.25 --

4 Feb 1 2345 0000 19.12-19.17 21.65 -6.25 -- 479

2 0000 0015 19.12-19.17 21.65 -6.25 --

3 0021 0036 17.66-17.71 21.65 -6.25 --

5 Feb 1 1744 1759 22.72-22.77 21.65 -6.25 -- 357
2 1759 1814 22.72-22.77 21.65 -6.25 t
3 1829 1844 20.84-20.89 21.65 -6.25 t

6 Feb 1 2336 2351 19.83-19.88 21.50 -7.00 -- 480
2 2351 0006 19.83-19.g8 21.5u -7.00

3 0010 0025 L7.45-17.50 /i.5u -7.00 --

7 Feb 1 2332 2347 22.81-22.86 21.40 -7.00 -- 483
i 2353 0008 22.81-22.86 21.40 -7.00 t
3 0008 0023 22.81-22.86 21.40 -7.00 --

8 Feb 1 2326 2341 23.05-23.10 21.70 -7.00 485
2 2349 0004 20.91-20.96 21.70 -7.00
3 0008 0023 19.60-19.65 21.70 -7.00

9 Feb 1 2346 1000 23.80-23.85 21.86 -8.00 490

2 0011 0026 18.65-18.70 21.86 -8.00 --
3 0027 0042 18.65-18.70 21.86 -8.00 --

12 Feb 1 2334 2349 22.80-22.85 21.65 -8.00 -- 494
2 2358 0013 19.90-19.95 21.65 -8.00 --

3 0013 0028 19.90-19.95 21.65 -8,00 --

13 Fe~b 1 2346 2341 19.31-19.36 21,60 -7.00 -- 498
2 2349 0004 20.b0-20.65 21.60 -7.00 --

2 1 000 0019 20.60-20,65 21.60 -7.00

Two-hop propagat ion.

i Flip repeater on.
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The main objective of the high-resolution processing was to

obtain sea-backscatter spectra processed to the highest possible Doppler

resolution, so that wind and sea-state information could be detected by

means of second-order backscatter components. In order to determine the

relative degree of Doppler resolution permitted by the ionospheric paths,

it was almost imperative to process data that included reference echoes

from the Flip repeater. The geographical positions of the recordings

were also determinable by this ineans. The procedure, therefore, was to

sample each day's recording at a time when the Flip repeater was actually

seen on the FAX recordings taken while digitizing, or at a time when the

Flip repeater may have been on (but was not detectable). This data-sample

time was chosen with the added restrictions that the radar illumination

be adequate and that the Flip repeater signal be as unperturbed (as pos-

sible) by multiple ionospheric paths. This procedure took some care,

because the propagation quality actually varied significantly throughout

each 15-minute recording. The samples at these apparent "best" times

were processed to coherent integration times of 25.6 s and 51.2 s, equal

to twice and four times the on-line integration times, respectively.

In addition to the best-time samples, we processed a larger

amount of the recordings on the first file of 31 January and on all three

15-minute files of 5 February.

Thcre were nine off-line spectra on 31 January, 28 on 5 February,

and two each from the remaining 10 days. There were a total of 57 spec-

tra. displayed in three forms for each one. A copy of these data, to-

gether with experiment logs and comments on each output, were shared with

R. Stewart at Scripps for cooperative analysis.

3. Results

The off-line processing showed that many of the spectra were

contaminaLed by ionospheric multipath. A typical example appears in
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Figure 23. These data were taken from File 1 of 31 January (Table 6)

and were processed coherently for 25.6 s. Note that the sea clutter has

four peaks, instead of two, corresponding to the reception of sea back-

scatter 'cia two independent paths, each having different ionospheric
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113 RANGES AT EACH DOPPLER

-5 0 L L
2.5 0 -2.5

DOPPLER -- Hz

3071-1-693

FIGURE 23 OFF-LINE SEA-CLUTTER SPECTRUM SHOWING
EFFECTS OF MULTIMODE PROPAGATION

Doppler shift. Such a result will rarely affect the calculation of wind

direction from the first-order spectra, but the second-order scatter is

mostly covered up. Note, however, that at Icast two second-order returns

are visible on Figure 23, and it is believed that wind-speed/sea-state

information is contained in these "sideband, " :' No effort has yet been

made to correlate such second-order returns that were occasionally visible

on the off-line spectra. It is felt that further experiments are warranted

at shorter ranges, where good propagation can be maintained.
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As discussed in earlier sections of this report, the range to

the POLE area was at the extreme limit of single-hop propagation. Fre-

quencies available fur two-hop propagation were below the 15-MHz cutoff

frequency of the repeaters. Since the lower ray was attenuated by virtue

of its low elevation angle, the upper-ray strength--which is normally very

low by comparison--occasionally even exceeded the strength of the lower

ra,. These two modes normally have unequal ionospherically-induced Dop-

pler shifts, hence the overlapped clutter spectra. The other problem,

that of limited Doppler resolution caused by an unstable ionosphere,

appears also to be most severe at the extreme limit of one-hop propaga-

tion. It is at this limit that we observed the illumination at a par-

ticular radio frequency to be most highly variable.

There is no doubt that the ionosphere will support single

unperturbed paths, providing that the range and radio frequency are cor-

rect. Figure 24 is an example of such a recording. These data were taken

on 30 March 1971 at a 2700-km range under good ionospheric conditions.

The radio frequency was 25.75 MHz, with a swept bandwidth of 200 kHz.

Sixteen range lines, resolved to 750 m each (5 s resolution) were averaged

incoherently. These data also bear a ship repeater signal. Note the

clean., well resolved nature of the repeater, and the many higher-order sea-

scatter components. Such results are ideal for the derivation of wind

direction and speed from sea scatter, and it is hoped that more such data

will be recorded in the future.

B. Wide-Area Mapping of the Ocean Surface

The second type of sea backscatter data recorded during and after

the POLE experiment provided maps of the ocean surface over areas from

1,800,000 to more than 2,700,000 km2 . The main objective of the effort

was to determine the accuracy with which surface-wind conditionn AVpt" "er

large areas can be inferred from measurements on energy backscattered from
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FIGURE 24 OFF-LINE SEA-CLUTTER SPECTRUM UNDER GOOD IONOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS. Wind speed is found using second-order sea scatter, with
high resolution processing in space and time. Wind direction is found
using rdtio of first-order Bragg peaks and an estimate of wind speed
from second-order scatter.

the ocean surface. A preliminary test of this data application was illus-

trated by Ahearn et al. The wind fields observed by the WARF radar were

to be compared with weather data measured in-situ and perhaps with waps

prepared from satellite data and weather stations. Another objective of

the program was to study Doppler shifts observed on the same scattering

cell for several different days and to determine if ionospheric Doppler

shifts would average out leaving only the Doppler due to ocean currents.

The data were recorded using five antenna beams spaced at 1/4' incre-

ments and a range window of 60 km. The azimuthal width of the area being

mapped at any one time ranged from approximately 45 km to 90 km as a func-

tion of the distance from the radar to the target area. The data rate

used was one sample per minute, using a double incoherent average, with

about 250 maps per day.
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1. POLE Experiment

During the POLE experiment, maps were recorded on four days--

31 January, and 3, 11, and 13 February--with primary emphasis during the

remainder of this period being given to tracking HF repeaters in buoys.

The scanning pattern was chosen to cover an area centered roughly in

azimuth on the POLE area near 350 N, 1550 W. Mapping extended from the

northern limit of the WARF antenna coverage at about 400 N over a total

azimuthal scan at the radar of 220. The maximum range was chosen as

24 ms or about 3600 km since one-hop propagation normally fails beyond

that range. The minimum range of 12 ms or about 1800 km was set by the

number of samples that could be recorded in about six hours of operation.

A total of 21 range cells were mapped, each 400 ls, or 60 km in

range. The cells were spaced at 600-gs or 90-km intervals. The azimuthal

coverage was divided into 12 cells at 20 intervals. The azimuthal coverage

for each data sample was nominally 1.5' using five antenna beams. The

azimuthal width of each sample varied with the distance to the area being

mapped from about 45 km at an 1800 km range to 90 km at 3600 km range. A

total of 252 samples were recorded over the area shown in Figure 25. The

geographic coordinates at the corners of this map are given in Table 7.

The total area mapped covered approximately 1,800,000 km2. At each time-

delay increment the WARF array at the Los Banos receiving site was stepped

by the computer processor by 20 each minute at the end of each sample.

The transmitter array at Lost Hills, with a broader beam, was stepped every

two minutes by a programmer synchronized with the receiving-site clock,

thus ensuring that the area being mapped was illuminated by the transmitter.

At the end of each azimuthal scan, the radar range gate was advanced by

600 is and successi.ve scans normally continued without any loss of time.

Periodically, as range increased, it was necessary to change the operating

freavn cy to provide optimum propagation to the area being mapped. Also

it was found that propagation at times was good at t! iorthern end of the
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Table 7

COORDINATES OF MAP CORNERS FOR WIDE-AREA MAPPING

OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN

POLE Experiment Expanded Coverage
30 January 4 March

to to

13 February 1974 30 April 1974

Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude

(0 N) (0 W) (O N) (0 W)

NE 39.41 139.18 39.49 139.00

NW 39.06 160.07 38.54 160.10

SE 33.72 138.54 31.81 137.60

SW 28.29 156.34 24.26 154.11

scan but that it failed at the southern end. In such cases a new frequency

was selected and the scan was repeated. At other times propagation was

not adequate at certain ranges but was satisfactory at other ranges. Data

were therefore recorded where good propagation was possible, and the re-

maining areas were covered as conditions improved. Thus the data were not

necessarily in consecutive order by range cells.

The data were Fourier-analyzed and displayed on a computer ter-

minal in the 5-azimuth format similar to that used in the ship repeater

tracking except that no detections were made. Typical records are shown

in Figures 26 through 28. Details of the data processing and display are

given in Appendix C.

Each of the sea-scatter spectra typically shows two sharply de-

fined clutter peaks. The relative amplitude of the two peaks is a function

of wind direction on the area being sampled, and a series of such samples

covering a wide area can provide a map of weather conditions. The Frocessor
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computes the ratio of the two peaks for each plot and lists it for each

of the five azimuths under X(+/-) in the CLUTTER VALUES (dB) table. This

is the ratio of the peak positive-Doppler sea-clutter component to the

peak negative-Doppler component in any of the 21 range cells. A positive

ratio indicates a wind direction toward the radar. Since the rms plots

at the top of the record omit the three largest cells, the clutter values

shown in the table may not agree exactly with a ratio scaled from the plots,

Agreement should be close, but the tabulated values are most accurate.

Also shown under CLUTTER VALUES is the standard deviation from

the mean (SDM) for the sea-clutter amplitudes in all 21 range cell3, for

the Doppler cells of the positive and negative clutter peaks. The !0-dB

bandwidth, B(Hz), is also shown for each clutter peak, the value being

calculated from the rms value of all 21 range lines in each Doppler cell.

In the event that no 10-dB point exists, a series of symbols ($$$$$) or

digits (66667) is listed.

An average (AVG) of the values for the center three azimuths

(with *) is computed and listed as shown.

2. Expanded Mapping Effort

Following the conclusion of the POLE experiment, operation of

the WARF system under NORPAX was reduced to two or three days per week,

with exclusive effort being devoted to buoy tracking until 4 March. After

that date, wide-area mapping resumed on an expanded scale. The azimuthal

scan was increased to 300 and the total area mapped to approximately

2,700,000 km2 . The total number of maps per day was reduced to 208, each

consisting of 13 range cells at 1-ms or 150-km intervals and 16 azimuth

cells at 20 increments. The reduced number of maps resulted from the

allotment of a short period each day for continued tracking of buoys.

At times only three antenna beams were used for mapping, with two beams
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connected to buoy receivers to provide additional detection opportunities

V1, |(as described in Appendix C). The area covered by the scans from 4 MarchF is shown in Figure 29. The geographic coordinates of the corners of this

map were given in Table 7.

L
On 23 March, a major storm was forecast for the area west of

1500 W. Data were recorded on this date over an area between 18 and 24 ms

time delay and azimuths from -15.75' to +6.25'. The primary purpose was

to provide sea backscatter records under stormy conditions for comparison

with wind and sea-state conditions reported by ships in the storm area.

Approximately 190 samples taken during this period were shared with Stan-

ford and Scripps.

la addition to maps of the area described above, other records

were made with a fixed azimuth and increasing time delay between 13 and

18 ms to show changes in wind direction with a change in range. Examples

of these data were shown in Figures 26 through 28. The condition where

cross-winds (90' relative to the radar bearing) existed is shown in Fig-

ure 27 at a time delay of 16.25 ms.

Near the end of April, propagation conditions at the longer

ranges during daylight hours had deteriorated to the point at which full

coverage of the area was not possible. In addition, sea conditions had

becone virtually calm, so that the backscatter data was less useful in

any event. The mapping effort was therefore discontinued after 30 April.

Tracking of Buoy E continued through 31 May.

Maps for a total of 21 days were recorded between 28 January

and 30 April. providing more than 4000 samples of a systematically re-

corded backscatter data in 19 volumes. The data in the form of xerox

copies of the computer hard-copy printouts were delivered to the Center

tor Radar Astronomy at Stanford University during Lnu IUULe Of Eha ax-
perlment for the purpose of cooperative analysis.
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Each volume contains a "clutter" log generated from data stored

in the disc memory for each day's operation. A sample of a portion of
such a log is shown in Figure 30. It lists important parameters for each

file. The ratio of the sea-clutter peaks, X(+/-), shown is an average of

the center three azimuths only. These are marked with asterisks, as

shown in Figures 26 through 28. for example. The clutter ratio is used

to calculate a wind angle shown in the log. This angle is relative to

the radar bearing. Although the clutter log lists all data obtained on

a given date, not all files were useful because of propagation conditions;

only the records furnished with the log were considered valid.

A large quantity of the data taken during the March storm was

used to predict ocean wind speed and should be published soon,

C. Isolated Recordings Near R.V. Flip and R.V. Washington

Data on sea backscatter were acquired during the POLE experiment

during the periods when the repeaters on the Flip and the Washington were

monitored during buoy tracking. Tie records for these periods, similar

to the examples in Figures 13 and 14, contained five receiver channels

monitoring sea clutter as well as recording detections of repeaters aboard

the ships. The records covered the same dates shown in Table 6 and in-

elude approximately 450 samples. These data have been fully analyzed, and

the results are to be published (Ref. 9).
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Appendix A

WARF OVERVIEW

WARF has the capability of collecting, analyzing, and displaying HF

radio signals backscattered from over-the-horizon ranges to more than

3600 km. The receiving and data-processing site is located near Los

Banos, California. The principal feature of the receiving system is an

antenna array 2.55 km in length providing an azimuthal beamwidth of 1/2'

at 15 M4z steerable over -160 from an east or west boresight. The array

consists of 256 vertical monopoles whose outputs are combined and time-

delay-steered to provide narrowbeam outputs at the main data-processing

van. The array has a nominal gain of 27 dBi.

The transmitting facility is located near Lost Hills, California,

185 km SE of the receiving site. It has two 18-element vertically polar-

ized antenna arrays, one directed on a 90' boresight and one on 2700.

Either antenna may be steered ".300 about its boresight, providing target

illumination with a beamwidth of approximately 60 at 15 %,lliz. Two linear

amplifiers provide up to 20 kW CW power to either array. Operation with

the west arrmy covers 6 to 30 Niz and with the east array, 9 to 26 MHlz.

The arrays have a nominal gain of 20 dBi at 15 M5z. In addition, a

rotatable horizontally polarized log-periodic antenna and a lO-kW ampli-

fier are available for backscatter soundings over a wide frequency range

for propagation evaluation and frequency management. Figure A-I is a

drawing of the basic bistatic radar system. Photographs of the three

antenna arrays are shown in Figures A-2. A-3, and A-4. The coverage pro-

vided by these antennas is shown in Figure A-5.
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FIGURE A-2 RECEIVING ARRAY AT LOS BANOS WASITE 301~
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MXtUMI A-41 T14E IS-ELEMENT WESTWARDO.LOOKING TRANSMITTING ARRAY
LOCATED NEAR LOST HILLS, CAUPiORNIA
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The receiving system provides a total of seven steered antenna beams

directed to 0, tl./4* t1/20, and t-10 with respect to the selected steer

position. These multiple beams provide broad azimuthal coverage for search

and track operations and permit more accurate determination of target and

sea-scatter variations with azimuth by comparison of the outputs of ad-

jacent beams.

The waveform used by the radar is swept-frequency CW (SFCW). The

transmitted frequency is linearly varied over a typical bandwidth of

50 kHz at a rate of 250 kHz/s. The waveform is thus repetitive at a 5-Hz

rate. The receiver is also swept in the same manner, with both waveforms

being synchronized to within 10 ;,s by means of cesium clock standards.

Such a waveform is particularly useful in the HF spectrum where wide

bandwidths normally associated with high range resolution (>I Mliz) are

not available, The use of a sweeping frequency and a narrowband receiver

also minimizes interference from other transmissions. The signal back-

scattered from the target area is delayed by the round-trip propagation

time. and when it is mixed with a comparably delayed SFCW signal at the

receiver an audio tone results that is proportional to target (or target

area) range. The receiver output is computer-processed using the fast

Fourier transform (FFT) to obtain three-dimensional storage of the back-

scatter amplitude versus range and Doppler shift. Th opectral results

are then displayed on a computer terminal with a storage, CRT. The display

may be hard-copied to provide a permanent record of each data sample.

The processor measures the ej-clutter-spectrum parameters and the

range to e. ch discrete target whose SNR exceeds a preselected threshold

level, and lists all such targets with their SNR, azimulh, range. Doppler.

r.dlai vluo tty. and radar cross section. From the relative SNK values

versus aztmuth the operator may steer the antenna to center the heam on

the stronnest Cariot. !I may also move the rangc Interval being displayeo
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:1 to place the target near the center of the area under surveillance. This

area was typically 60 km in range and 50 km in azimuth for buoy tracking.

In order to select an operating frequency that will provide illumina-

tion of the selected target area, it is necessary to provide backscatter

ionograms over a wide frequency range at the target ranges of interest.

Such a backscatter sounder was operated typically over a frequency range

of 6 to 30 MOiz and over a time delay range of 0 to 20 ms or 10 to 30 ins,

corresponding to target ranges of 0 to 3000 km and 1500 to 4500 km. Fac-

simile records of the backscattered signal permitted the selection of an

optimum' frequency for the targ,,t area. In order to minimize multimode

= effects and hence multiple target and sea-clutter returns, the operating

frequency was chosen to be 2 to 4 M1Hz below the MUF for the target range.

Typical lonograms obtained during thle experiments are shown in Section

Il-D-l. The frequency selected also should be relatively free of inter-

ference from other radio transmissions to avoid spurious detections or

suppression of a weak target signal. A swept surveillance receiver was

used with the backscatter soundings to locate a 50-kitz band with thle least

interference. Any 1O0-kilz portion of thle IF spectrum could be displayed

onl a storage CRT and thle operating band chosen. in some cases where no

50-ki~z band was available, operation with a 20-kiz lBW was used for buoy

tracking. Since the swept 11W also determines the length of thle range galtv,

the narrow 11W was also occasionally uzed in order to provide a wider range

gate and reduce tile search time for a1 target,

To provide still greatar coverage when searching for a target, anl

Independent receiving system was often employed using a single receiver

with a wide bandwidth, a real-timne digital spectrum analyzer, and a fac-

siilie display. Such~ a system typically displayed 480 km of range and 4'

or 2410 liw in azimuth. Although only rotigi riinge and azimuth inirmativnt

could he: menisured from tile~ display, it provided a rapid and fairly senst-j

tive means of detecting a target anid obtaining approximate coordinates.
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Appendix B

REPEATER ELECTRONICS

1. Buoy Repeaters

A simplified block diagram of the buoy-repeater electronic package

equipment is shown in Figure B-I. The incoming signal is connected to a

TR switch Lhrough a low-pass filter with a cutoff of about 25 MHz. In

the receive mode a high-pass filter at 12 MHz minimizes interference from

much of the HF broadcast band. The signal is then store' in a glass delay

line for 25 "s, and is then amplified and fed to a balanced modulator.

Modulation at frequencies shown in Table I derived from a quartz oscil-

lator provides a double-sideband suppressed-carrier signal to a power

amplifier. The TR switch then connects the antenna to the transmitter

output and the delayed, modulated signal is radiated for about 20 -s. A

period of about 5 -s is provided between the transmit and receive cycles

to allow transients to decay and avoid oscillation. The TR switching thus

occurs at a rate of about 20 kllz, and additional sidebands are generated

at that frequency. However, they are well removed from the desired side-

bands (near 9 klHz) and are outside the pasxband of the first IF amplifier

in the WARF receivers. The maximum power output is about 1 watt. The

gain of the repeater ia set at about 40 dB wito a 1 2f roll-off to main-

tain approximately constant cross section. The effective radar cross

sevion is approximately 50 dBsm, which Is comparable to the average radar

cr,',s tectiort of the ocean surface wtthin the rangelaximuth win-dow of the

WARF syste:i Repeater echoes ahould then have SNRs comparable to the rub-

,t t-- t, *i. ., ryiantl1 , Y to 70 dB, depepdIng on ranie. 1ts-t Lvee $00 "on 4500 kWn a ohservt ed t .a receiver thannel menitoring 4ea

clutter.,
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The amplifier has a unique power supply whose outpuL voltage is con-

tinuously adjusted to prevent clipping on the peak signal. When low-level

signals are present, the voltage is correspondingly low and unnecessary

battery drain is avoided.

The operating period of the buoys was controlled by a fail-safe pre-

cision clock. The start of the period was established when the equipment

was energized at 1700Z prior to launch. If the clock oscillator failed

or if for any reason the clock switch failed to operate during any 24-hour

period, an override system would have turned the repeater on continuously.

The repeaters were designed and built by the Barry Research Corpora-

tion. The electronics package was housed in a tube 44 inches in length

by 1-1/2 inches in diameter. The Scripps Institution of Oceanography pro-

vided the buoys, antennas, and battery supplies and installed the repeaters

in the buoys. Tne buoy repeaters used a single fiberglass-encased antenna

15 ft in length that was designed to operate at a lower-frequency limit of

15 MHz. A photograph of one such buoy is shown in Figure B-2.

2. Ship Repeaters

Two research vessels, the R.V. Washington and R.V. Flip, conducted

tests during the POLE experiment. HF repeaters installed on these ships

were designed and built by SRI and have been used in numerous experiments

where a fixed target was required as a radar reference.1 ° A delay line

of 53 .s was used and the switching rate was near 9 kHz. These repeaters

were operated with low-frequency modulation, 43 Hz on the RV. Washington

and 23 Hz on the R.V. Flip. They were manually operated for very limited

periods of time during tests coordinated by 11F radio communication, usually

after buoy tracking was completed. These repeaters had a maximum gain in

excess of 90 dB and power output of 10 watts. They could thus be a serious

toeur e nf Interference to tests being run in the POLE area. However, it

was particularly important to obtain position data on the Flip using OT
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sensors in order to compare it with position data obtained by satellite

navigation and thereby evaluate the accuracy of the WARF system. Tests

with the Flip were typically conducted for one hour or less per day.
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Appendix C

RECEIVING AND DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEMS

1. Buoy-Tracking Receivers

The HF receivers used for these tests were the same that are employed

in all WARF applications. They are fully synthesized, with all frequen-

cies being derived from a cesium-beam frequency standard. The output is

a coherent audio tone, typically at 400 t 50 Hz. The SFCW input to the

receiver is offset by +20.05 Mz + 400 Hz from the transmitted signal and

is up-converted in two stages tominimize image frequencies. The first IF

amplifer passes both the upper and lower sidebands of the buoy signal.

The second-mixer input is derived from an operator-selected signal near

35 MHz that determines the buoy and the particular sideband to be moni-

tored. The modulation frequencies for each of the buoys and the corre-

sponding local-oscillator injection frequencies are shown in Table C-i.

Table C-i

NORPAX BUOY FREQUENCIES AND LOCAL-OSCILLATOR INJECTION FREQUENCIES

Buoy Receiver Recoi1v r

Modulation Upper-Sideband Lower-Sideband

Frequency val o "la 11atr Lo a tsc-11tr

Buoy ID Utz) 411Z) -{ft

A 9 -f M % 498 11.1 1 u4 t

4?ch I4 14- 3- Q- - i 1 , W

_ 't

(-



For the sea-clutter channel, the input is exactly 35 Mnlz. Both of these

signals are doubled in the receiver to provide an input near 70 1MUiz to

the -second mixer. A third mixer translates the signnl to an audio tone.

A simplified frequency-conversion diagram is shown in Figurc C-I.

t-Im + VCOI

INJECTION FREQUENCIES

f 0 70 05 MHz 400 Hz 1Ast MIXER

700G5 h1Nz 11 VEl * t _400-HI

USB- 70 MHz - - 2.5 Hi
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2. Buoy Data Processing

An overall block diagram of the receiving and data-processing system

for buoy detection is shown in Figure C-2. Data from the five receivers

are computer-processed and displayed on a CRT terminal at the operator

console. This data are also recorded by a hard-copy printer as a per-

manent record of each data file.

Antenna BEAM STEERING

0 °  0 O°  -1/4 1/4°

LOE[ I EBANDLO [UPPER SIDEBAND LOI

5-ChainneI Receiver 12 3

SSFCW GENERATOR

t AID CONVERTER
STiMEOELAY 

T

SYNCHRONIZER COMPUTER PROCESSOR

CEIU COCKTRNAL DISPLAY RNTE oJGITTAP]

[HARD 'COPY PRINTER DISC MEMORY

3071-1-709

FIGURE C-2 NORPAX BUOY-TRACKING RECEIVING AND DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEM

An example of the processor output is shown in Figure C-3. The upper

plot shows rms signal level for each of the five receiver channels versus

Doppler over a 5-Hz Doppler range. The rms value in each of 64 Doppler

95
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cells is computed for 18 of the 21 range lines, after the three largest

range lines are omitted. This procedure permits the calculation of a

noise or clutter level in Doppler cells where discrete targets, such as

a buoy, are present without having the target bias the noise floor. Where

the return signal is range-spread, as with sea clutter or an interfering

RF signal, the rms calculation is only slightly reduced by omitting the

three largest range cells. The plot covers a 60-dB range, although the

processing dynamic range exceeds this amount. It is normalized to the

largest rms signal in any Doppler cell of each plot. The center plot is

the sea-clutter channel and it provides a good measure of the propagation

conditions. It typically shows two sharply defined sea-clutter peaks

corresponding to the first-order HF Bragg-scattering reflections from sea

waves traveling toward (positive Doppler) and away (negative Doppler) from

the radar. Positive Dopplers appear to the left of the center line, and

negative Dopplers to the right. The relative zmplitude of the two peaks

is a function of wind direction and is particularly significant in studies

of sea backscatter for weather monitoring. Such studies were a part of

the wide-area ocean mapping conducted as a part of the SRI participation

in NORPAX. The shape of the sea-clutter return is also a function of

propagation conditions. If more than one mode is present, more than two

peaks may occur. Under these conditions target range may be ambiguous,

and the radar frequency is therefore changed if possible to avoid this

"multipath" ambiguity. Finally, the midpoint of the two peaks is used

as a zero-Doppler reference from which other Doppler frequencies are

computed. A vertical line is drawn at this point. Normally the zero-

Doppler line is placed at the center of the plot and the Doppler-frequency

scale is t2.5 Hz or 0.5 1iz per scale division. Ionospherically induced

Doppler shifts and those caused by ocean currents are thereby subtracted

out so that they do not affect the measurement of repeater Doppler fre-

quencies. A switch option peimiLu sifting the dply "by tnt
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equal to the ionospheric Doppler (IDOP). The computer still plots target

Doppler with reference to the zero-Doppler line, but the display is shifted

to show total Doppler (ionospheric plus target).

With buoy tracking, the rms plots for all but the center channel show

no sea clutter because the receivers are offset about 9 kHz to monitor

modulation sidebands. The rms plots for buoys will normally show only

noise, since buoy returns are discrete in range (typically 3 range lines

or less) and they would be omitted from the plot. If significant peaks

occur in the rms plots of the buoy channels they are due to interfering

signals or range-spread buoy returns. (If the buoy signal is exception-

ally strong it will sometimes appear in the rms plot because it will cover

more than 3 range lines.) These plots are therefore a further aid in

determining the best operating frequency for the radar, since they reveal

interference if present.

The lower plot in Figure C-3 shows the SNR for each Doppler cell and

is the ratio in dB of the peak signal in any of the 21 range lines (e.g.,

the largest of the three lines discarded from the rms plot) to the rms

value for that Doppler cell as computed for the upper plot. This plot

emphasizes discrete targets (such as a booy) and removes clutter and

interfering signals (where the peak and rme signals are nearly equal).

The display is clipped at 20 dB although the peak SNR and the Doppler

frequency at the peak are measured and preserved in the table of detec-

tions.

Signals in the SNR plot that exceed the detection threshold level

(set by the computer) and are stronger than neighboring detections at the

same time delay and Doppler are listed in the table in the center of the

record. All detections are stored in the computer memory and may be listed

in edited format any time during operation (typically at the end of a

test). The detection file is also dumped onto a digital tape for addi-

tional processing.
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Beneath the SHR plots are shown the azimuth with respect to antenna

boresight for each of the five receivers. The actual bearings for the

NORPAX data differ from those shown in the records because the receiver

configuration was modified as described earlier.

The data tabulated in the lower part of the record in Figure C-3 are

explained In the fiollowing list (item numbers correspond to circled num-

oers in the figure):

(1) GMT date: Changed by the operator at OOOOZ.

(2) File time: GMT time at the start of the data sample.

(3) CENTER TIME: GHT time at the center of the total data-

sampling period.

(4) FILE: Consective numberirtg of data samples.

(5) FREQ: Frequency in M z for the radar SFCW limits.

(6) WEST or EAST: Direction of transmission, followed by

number of ionospheric reflections to the target area, and

estimated (or programmed) virtual height in km.

(7) IDOP: Calculated Doppler frequency due to ionospheric

* motion, corresponding to the midpoint between the two

first-order Bragg spectral peaks. This measure also in-

cludes Doppler caused by ocean currents.

(8) TIME DELAY: A time delay at the center of the range

interval as set by the operator.

(9) DETECT: The detection threshold in dB.

(10) MAPS AVGD: The number of range/Doppler maps averaged.

May be set to any integer.

(11) ADD 2.5 dB or SUB 2.5 dB: An operator option to modify

the detection threshold set by the computer.

(12) CDOP! and CDOP2: A switch option to allow detections to
be listed within tl Doppler cell of the CDOPI and CDOP2

cells. Otherwise such detections are omitted. CDOP1 and

CDOP2 are the Dopplers of the two first-order Bragg peaks

in the sea clutter in the center azimuth.

(13) RCC: The estimated radar cross section in dBsm of the

ocean area within the range/azimuth window of the radar;

computed assuming an average sea cross-section per unit

area of 5 X 10- 3.
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(14) LT LN: The latitude and longitude of a point at the
center azimuth and center time delay.

(15) BUOY C: Buoy identification number as selected by the

operator.

(16) SNR; The signal level of a discrete signal detection.

(17) AZ: The azimuth of a detection numbered I to 5, from
left to right.

(18) TD: The time delay for a detecticn.

(19) CELL: The range cell of a detection. numbered between
+10 and -10 from the center of the range interval or

Range Cell 0.

(20) DOP: The Doppler frequency at the peak of the signal

detected, measured with respect to the zero Doppler

reference line,

(21) SR: The equivalent radial speed in knots for a target
with the given Doppler.

(22) RCS: The estimated target radar cross section.

(23) ELEV: The calculated elevation angle at the receiver

for the given virtual height, time delayl and propagation
mode (i-hop or 2-hop).

The clutter values on the lower right are applicable to the sea

backscatter measurements and .re described in Section IV.

Each data sample requires 12.8 s of sample time plus about 2 s for

processing. Averaging several such coherent samples will enhance the de-

tection sensitivity and position accuracy but will lower the data rate.

It was found that a "two-map" average was usually a suitable compromise.

Total sample and process time for a two-map average, including plotting

an% listing all the data, requires about 51 s. It was thus convenient

to take one data file per minute and allow time to change parameters be-

tween files as necessary.

In addition to the computer processor output on the terminal display

already described, the data are recorded on digital tape and some of the

data are printed on a TTY. The digital tape record may be reprocessed
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off-line using a different detection threshold and a different assumed

ionospheric propagation condition, if desired. The detection data gen-

eratt'. are dumped on tape and they too, reprocessed. If records of single

files have been lost or damaged they may be reproduced.

C The TTY record is prtmarily a log of important operating parameters

for each file. It may also be used to print out data on all detections.

However. it requires additional time during real-time data processing,

and during buoy tracking it was used only for a log. A sample record is

shown in Figure C-4. Listed are the date, operating frequency, number

of hops, boresight direction, file number, file time, detection threshold,

center azimuth, center time delay, virtual height, and center latitude

and longitude. Data on detections are omitted from the range cell, Doppler,

and speed columns in this mode. However, a series of asterisks indicates

that detecticns were made and stored in disc memory for subsequent listing

on the display terminal. If no detections exist in a file, a series of

dashes is printed. If the operator elects to list detections on the TTY,

all columnL. show the parameters of each detection. The dB column records

actual SNR, and the azimuth, time delay, and latitude/longitude are given

instead of center values for each target, A sample of this type record

is shown in Figure C-3.

This record classifies detections as D, E, or S types after the

A&-TWJ.M listing. If duplicate detections (same range and Doppler) exist

in two or more adjacent azimuths, the strongest of the detections is

listed as D (duplicate). The detections paired with this detection carry

no designation. A detection appearing in Azimuths 2, 3, or 4 and not

paired with another detecticn is classified as S (single). A detection

in Azimuths I or 5 not paired with another detection is classified E (edge).

Only D, E, and S detections are listed on the computer display but all de-

tections anoear in the disc meryr and. if desired. on the TTY record.
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NEW PARAMETERS

19 FEB 74
FRE% 19,64 19,66

EAST 1oWEST 9 t
FILE IMIE DB AZIM T CELL DOP SPEED HT LAT LONG

1 1763:502 i11I -07 0/4 21.55 ******** $18 $5.54 155.54

2 17:94:47 11.4 -37 0/4 21.55 ******** $15 35.54 155.54

3 17:56:02 l1.5 -57 9/4 21.55 -------- $15 65.54 155.04

4 17:07:10 11.5 -57 9/4 21,55 ******1* 316 35.54 155,4

5 17:09:2 11,0 -07 0/4 21.55 ******** 515 $5.54 155.54

6 17:99:26 11.5 -97 9/4 21.55 ------ * 519 35.54 155.14

7 17%15:90 11. -87 9/4 21.56 *s****** 515 35.54 155.4

8 17:11:8 11.5 -07 0/4 21.55 ****** 310 35.54 155.54
9 17:12:02 11.5 -07 0/4 21.5 ******** $15 35.54 155.64

13 17:13:50 11.2 -57 5/4 21.53 *$****** 315 $5.54 155,4
11 17:14:03 11.3 -17 0/4 21,55 ******** 51 5,54 155.4

12 17:15:55 11.5 -67 0/4 21.55 ******e, 316 35.54 155.4
13 17:16:55 110 -57 5/4 21.55 ***** 15 35,54 155.24
14 17:17:00 11.9 -57 5/4 21.53 ******** $15 35954 155.34

15 17:18:00 11.3 -08 3/4 21.59 ******** 313 36.33 155.24
16 17:19:10 11. -08 1/4 21.50 ******** $5 36.15 155.19
17 17:2o00 1.5 -08 3/4 21.19 ******* 359 $6.44 154.59

18 17:21:61 13.5 -08 /4 21410 3****st* 59 $6.44 154.59

19 17223%: 13.5 -09 2/4 21.15 -------- 309 36.78 154.66

23 17:25:02 13.5 -58 3/4 21.10 -------- 359 36.44 154.59

21 17:26:06 13.5 -58 0/4 2111 -------- 359 536.11 154.51
22 17:7:0 13.5 -58 0/4 21,4. 310 $6.52 155.55

23 17:V2fiS 13,5 -58 2/4 25.15 ------- 556 36.65 152.93

24 37:29:.0 135 -88 5/4 2,18 **3***** 316 36.59 152.89

1 25 17:30 : 0 13.5 -59 1/4 26.15 **s***** 336 $6.92 15355

26 17:31;39 13.5 -59 1/4 2.10 *0****** 356 36.32 155.55 -J

27 17:32:90 11.5 -59 3/4 20.49 ******s 357 37.66 153,54
28 1713330 11.5 -09 5/4 25*.9 -------- 357 37.3C 153 54

29 17:1419 11.5 -59 1/4 2#.45 -------- 351 $6.85 155,49

3p 17135:1 11.5 -59 1/4 20.45 ****** 557 36.85 153,49

31 17136:25 11.5 -59 1/4 20.41 ******* 337 36085 153,49

32 7:i50 11.6 -89 1/4 29.41 ******* 3l7 36.85 155.49

3 17$38:0 11.1 -69 1/4 25,40 **38i$*l 517 56.85 153.49
34 17:39it9 11.0 -09 2/4 25.45 ******** 357 $6,94 153.65

35 l1746:l 11.5 -99 1/4 25.45 ******** 357 36.83 153.57
36 17t41l3l 11.5 -19 1/4 25,45 *i*i***, 357 56,83 155,57

57 17:42:51 1I. -59 1/4 20,45 3*4***** 57 56.83 153,57
38 17:44:09 11. -59 1/4 2045 ******** 357 36.83 153.57

59 17i46it1 11.0 -68 3/4 21,1 **'***** 389 36.44 154.59
4a 17t47jlf 11.6 -58 3/4 21015 *3*8**i 359 36.44 154.59

O71-1-?11

FIGURE C-4 SAMPLE ITY LOG OF OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR NORPAX
DATA FILE
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NO PARAMETERS

I FP 1974[REG 17.55 17.64
NHOPS 2
EAST t VEST 10g
114 19:12:24 1.? -16 3/4E 21.59 5 -1.09 -18.15 281 5.4 153.58

36.3 -16 2/4S 21.53 5 1.39 16.15 263 35.73 153.55
15.5 -A1 0/4 21.53 5 109 18015 28 35*5. 155.49
21.6 -35 3/40 21.53 5 1.39 1815 28S 35.39 153.46
12.6 -35 3/4E 21.53 5 .70 11.47 23 3553 153.46

135 IS113117 14.2 -36 2/4S 22.38 -6 1" .1 261 5 543 155.36
13.5 -16 4/4 22.36 -7 off .36 251 352! 154.0
2.8 -5 3/40 22.3 -6 off 1 261 OA.8 154.93
12.6 -05 3/4E 22.3 -6 -.23 -389 281 3518 154,91
11.7 -35 3/4E 22.32 -9 -1#1 -18.15 261 35.11 154.6

196 19114:11 25.5 -36 2/45 22.42 -9 -16 -2.59 261 35.42 155.36
12.4 -36 2/4S 22.56 -5 -1.41 -23.33 261 3539 155.23

*11.2 -36 1/4S 22.64 2 1.25 20.74 281 5522 155,43
16.8 -fi /4 22.43 -13 -.16 '2.59 281 3519 154.97
27.3 -5 3/40 22.42 -9 -#16 -2,59 261 35.7 154.97
16.2 -85 3/4E 22.50 -5 -1.41 -25.55 281 3584 155.13
14.3 -15 3/4E 22.42 -9 -.47 -7.78 261 55.37 154.97

137 19:15:13 1641 -6 3/4E 22.50 -5 66 14.26 261 4551 155.23
15.3 -6 3/4E 22.76 8 -.7 -11.47 281 35.42 155.66
31.1 -6 2/4S 22.43 -13 -.38 -1.3 261 35.43 1550.3
15.9 -36 2/45 22.48 -6 -1.33 -22.04 291 55.41 155.16
153 -16 2/45 22074 8 14 2.59 261 45.31 155.63
15.2 -46 2/4S 22.43 -1 -. 39 -"o4Z 281 35.43 155.3
14.7 -16 2/45 22.43 -11 031 5.18 281 35.43 1553
26.9 -6 1/4 22.43 -13 -#18 -1.51 281 5519 154.97
28.8 -35 3/4D 22.43 -14 -.AS -1.#3 281 45.38 154.93
16.4 -95 3/4E 22.53 -5 -1.25 -23.74 261 35.4 155.13
15.4 -35 3/4E 22.74 8 .31 2.59 261 34.94 155.55

116 19:15155 16.5 -56 5/4E 22.63 -15 -.94 -15.*55 261 35.68 154,43
21.4 -6 2/4S 22.38 9 -.f8 -1.31 281 35.43 155.31
18.1 -36 2/45 22.14 -8 1.41 23.33 281 3555 154.44
21.2 -06 3/4 22.43 1I off off 281 35.19 154.36
17.7 -36 i /45 2.64 -! 1.41 23.53 29! 35u32 154.93
23.6 -35 5/4 22.36 -9 -*S -1.3 261 35.1 154.91
15.4 -35 3/4E 22.32 -$ 1.25 2174 281 35.21 154.31

!19 13:37:15 21o2 -36 3/4E 21.86 -6 -1.39 -16.15 281 35.72 154.26
17.2 -16 3/4E 21.89 -2 -.6 -1331 281 35.69 154.34
14.4 -16 3/4E 21,68 -6 -1.41 -25.33 29 35.72 154,28
21.5 -06 2/4S 21.88 -6 1.39 18.15 2503 5.6 154.17
17#4 -36 2/45 21,66 "6 .86 14.26 286 35.63 154.17
15,6 -36 2/4S 22.32 1 1.41 26.33 286 35,56 154.41
22,3 -36 9/40 21.88 -6 1.39 18.15 286 3537 154.11

307 -1-712

P-tURE C-6 SAMPLE TTY LOG SHOWING ALL DATA ON DETECTIONS
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Two primary records were made during the buoy-tracking effort--a

hard-copy print of every data file from the computer terminal display and

the detection log stored in disc memory. The hard copies not only pro-

vide the operator with a real-time permanent record of operating conditions

and target data, but they are invaluable in post-experiment analysis to

determine the presence of spurious targets that the computer processor may

not recognize. The clutter display is an especially useful record of

propagation conditions.

In addition to the detection records shown in the main text, the

operator may elect to display a three-dimensional plot of all range cells

of any data file in order to examine 1n more detail the nature of the

target return. The display shows amplitude, range, and Doppler for each

of the five receiver channels. Each range cell is plotted individually

with a linear voltage scale. For very small signals, a scale factor of

X 10 may be selected causing large signals to clip. For buoy tracking,

the display was particularly useful in showing the discrete nature of the

target and the presence of multiple target echoe-. In tracking conven-

tional repeaters such as those used on the R.V. Flip and R.V. Washington,

it was useful to display the relative positions in range and Doppler of

both sidebands, "specially if two repeaters were at similar ranges and

likely to present identification problems. Displays of buoy and Flip

repeaters in 3D format are shown in Figures C-6 and C-7, respectively.

3. Sea Backscatter Recording

The receiving system for the wide-area backscatter data is largely

the same as described above for buoy tracking. All receivers, however,

operate with a common local-oscillator injection frequency to provide

sea-clutter signals in each receiver. Antenna connections are also dif-

ferent from buoy tracking, with five beams being used at 0*
, :114°, and

-1/2* from the steered azimuth of the array.
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The coherent outputs of the five receivers were audio tones at

400 i 50 Hz. These tones were digitized and computer-processed to pro-

vide the spectral characteristics of the sea clutter. The processing

was identical to that used for buoy tracking as described previously.

Examples of the processor output have been shown in the main text (Fig-

ures 26 through 28). The format is similar to that for buoy tracking

except that detection data for discrete targets (such as buoys) are

omitted from the display. The antenna bearings shown in these records

are correct. The identification BUOY GN at the bottom of each record

indicates that the receivers were operated to record sea clutter in all

five channels.

During part of the mapping program, two receivers were operated to

receive buoy signals and the three center channels were devoted to map-

ping. Records of this type show a buoy identification (B through F) and

the plots in Channels I and 5 show no sea clutter. These records also

include detection data in the lower center of the record. For sea-scatter

purposes these additional data may be ignored.
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Appendix D

OFF-LINE PROCESSING FOR BUOY AND SHIP POSITIONS

All detections of buoy and ship repeaters were stored in a disc

memory during tracking and then transferred to digital tape at the end

of each operation. This tape was used with a comprehensive off-line

processor to provide data and plots on buoy and ship positions. During

processing of this tape, files may be deleted that do not contain useful

data or that possibly contain spuriou=s data, such as local calibration

signals. The processor then examines each detection listed to determine

if an LSB in Azimuth I and a USB in Azimuth 2 are present within ±1 range

cell and whether the signs of their Doppler frequencies are opposite--

e.g., with a VCO greater than 2.5, the LSB Doppler frequency is negative

and the USB frequency is positive. The two sidebands are normally symune-

trical about the zero-Doppler line, which is an operator's first clue to

a probable detection. If both sidebands are from the same buoy, the range

cells will correspond or differ by ±1 cell at most. The processor then

assigns the correct azimuth to the detection (Azimuth 1 and Azimuth 2 are

O', Azimuth 4 is -1/4', and Azimuth 5 is +1/40 with respect to Azimuth 3).

Detections in Azimuth 3 are ignored since no buoy detections can occur

in that receiver. The USB azimuth (Azimuth 2, 4, or 5) having the largest

SNR is then selected as the correct target bearing, and the time delay

for that detection is computed, subtracting 25 s for the delay line in

the buoy repeater.

Based on the azimuth, the time delay, the virtual height, and the

locations of the transmitter and receiver, the latitude and longitude of

the target are computed. Finally the frequency of the VCO is computed as:

a/y



5 - fDL + f U
VCO D D

2

where f DL and f DU are the Doppler frequencies of the ISB and USB, re-

spectively.

Since repeaters on the ships Flip and Washington operate with both

sidebands present in the same receiver channel, a different identifica-

tion process is required. Modulation frequencies of 43 Hz on the

Washington and 23 Hz on the Flip were used. These are entered by the

operator as initial processor parameters. These sidebands would appear

±9 range cells from the range cell of the Washington and ±5 range cells

from the range cell of the Flip, and each would have a nominal Doppler

of 2 Hz. If both sidebands are present at the correct spacing, the

processor selects the strongest signal, assigns the correct azimuth, and

computes the time delay to the ship (midpoint between the two sidebands)

with a 50-Ms correction for the repeater delay line. The ship is identi-

fied, based on sideband spacing, and its coordinates are then computed.

The initial chronological listing process for a typical day's record

requires less than one minute of processor time. The operator may then

examine the list and delete any files that have obviously incorrect co-

ordinates or VCO. A new list is then generated arranged in order of buoy

identification. If no detections are found for any buoy, it is so stated.

This list also includes the SNR of the buoy detection and the RCS for

the ship repeater.

For each target a separate plot of latitude and longitude versus

time is generated, with both scales adjusted to fit the range of coordi-

nates and time as needed. A least-squares line is fitted to both plots,

and the mean latitude and longitude are calculated, plus standard devia-

tion from the mean and the least-squares line. From these plots the

operator is given a final opportunity to delete points that are far
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removed from the mean. A plot is also generated for each buoy showing

the VCO versus time. It should be a straight line. and any point with

a significant deviation should be deleted.

Finally, the processor will give a position for each buoy or ship

at times input by the operator. The position may be requested referenced

to the least-squares line or extrapolated from the nearest actual times.

The mean position may also be requested, in which case the time is irrele-

vant, since all points are used.

It was found that the drift rate during any six-hour period was

typically too low for the least-squares line to be significant. In a

number of records this line was found to have a slope due chiefly to

variations in ionospheric virtual height during the day. This was particu-

larly evident if a group of detections were made at time periods separated

by several hours, Procedures to help correct for these height variations

in future tests are described in Appendix E.

After the coordinates of all buoys and ships are listed, the relative

range and bearing between any selected reference and all others are listed.

The complete post-processing requires typically less than 10 minutes,

much of which is time required by the operator to decide which files

should be deleted and the times for listing coordinates. Typical post-

experiment processing records are shown in F'gures D-1 through D-7. A

list of all detections made on 29 January is shown in Figure D-1. The

list includes Buoy D, but these detections were later shown to be false.

The longitude and latitude for all Buoy E detections on that date are

shown in Figure D-2 with a least-squares line for the 10 detections. A

list of the average coordinates for all buoys and Flip is given in Figure

D-3, and the relative positions of all buoys with respect to Flip are

t given in Figure D-4.
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0 1 Am 1.U74 PACE 13
N hNY rILCS TO It OtL9710
uSO US S TIME FOR ALL BUOYS AN §MX~l TYPZ to CLSE 06: 6I.PLEASE INPUT HoupsoNImuTES.SecCNolI FO* SUCY 2! 22:16:"

ACTUAL 4 TYPE 0), AVERACE 4-It. 00 LEAST SUAR92 g114-l
PLEASE Itl NOURS. HNUTMSILCON02 FOR BUOY 3: 15:19:6e
ACTUAL t TYPE 94~ AVERAGE 4-11p OR LEAIT SQUARES 1 ± ?-1
PLEASE INPUT HOUAS.INUTCS.8ECOms OSro sucy *: Is :25:19
ACTUAL (TYPE 9), AVERAGE (-I)* OP LEAST IQUARES t1)1-i
PLEASE INPUT WOURSMINUTE9,8ECONDS FOR BUOY 5: 17*10*:s9
ACTUAL (TYPE §* AVERAGE Ai). OR LEAST SQUARCS -1
PLEASE INPUT HOUMSMIZNUTMSESCOMDS FCR BUOY a$ 17:0s:64
ACTUAL (TYPE 6), AVERAGE (-is, OR LEAST SQUARES (l)'-1
PLEASE INPUT HOURSP.INUTES&SECONDB roi FLIP 22:4090
ACTUAL (TYPE 0), AUERAGE (-1. OR LEAST SGUAES (1);-.

BUOY 2 HAS LATITUDE 35.69 LONGITUDE 0544 DEGREES
BUOY '3 HAS LATITUDE 35.07 LONGITUDE i54.W DEGREES
BUOY 4 WAS LATITUDE 35.32 LONGITUDE 154.94 DEGREES
BUOY S WAS LATITUDE 35.15 LONGITUDE 154.67 b[ONCES
BUOY S HAS LAITUDE 35-17~ LONGITUDE 1.54.64 DGREES
FLIP HAS LATITUDE 3f.34 LONGITUDE Me". DEGREES

IF YOU NISH TO INPUT A$4OTHCR M~fE TYPE 1. ELSE i: 9

FIGURE D-3 AVERAGED POSITIONS FOR BUOYS AND RV SLIP ON 29 JANUARY 1974

31 AN 1374 PACE 14
INPUT suoy sp. OR s ORai wASH OR v rom FLIP
rROW W4*1CH TO COMIPUTE RANGE 6 SCARING OF OThEMS: I

fROI 19 9 TO IO 2 0ISTANCEw 21.3 t~r DEARINS ANGLE' 42.9 DEGRUS
rROII ID 3 TO ID 3 01STANCEs 31.6 911 lEANING ANGCLE. 39.4 096=2E
TRht 10 1 TO 10 4 DISTANCEs 17.6X KI AING AtiGLEN 03.8 DEGREES
FROM) 10 S TO ID 3 DISTANCE* 20.4 KHN EARING ANGLEN 35.2 DEGIRES
FROMh 10 9 TO ID S DISTANCEn 23.4 K" BEARING ANGLED 293., 09EGREES
TYPE I IF YOU MISH hOM RELATIVE POSITIONS& ELSE *

4F YOU WISH TO INPUT ANOTHER TIME TYPE 1, ELSE f': *
If YOU 1418H TO RESTART THE PROGRAM PLEASE TYPE 1, ELSE 9: 1
PLEASE REMIND TAPE OR LOAD A M1EN ONE

HFIGURI D 4 RELATIVE POSITIONS OF BUOYS WITH RESPECT TO RV FLIP ON
29 JANUARY 19/4
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Especially good records for Buoy E were obtained on. 11 April, as

shown in Figures D-5 through D-7. The longitude and latitude plots of

Figure D-6 show very litt!.e dispersion, while the VCO measurement in

Figure D-7(a) is nearly constant.
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Appendix E

VIRTUAL- HEIGHT MEASUREMENT

One requirement of any ionospheric radar used for providing highly

accurate target positioning is an accurate measure of virtual height.

The computer processor used for the buoy tracking estimated tb virtual

height based on a model ionosphere, the operators judgment as LO the

mode of propagation, and the range to the target. Typically, this com-

puted height varied very little during the day. The operator could also

enter a fixed height if information was available on which to bast, such

an estimate. Since the experiment covered a period of four months,

seasonal changes occurred later in the experiment for which a new height

model was used. Nevertheless, the mode of propagation was sometimes dif-

ficult to evaluate.

Using the monostatic model shown in Figure E-1, the effect of virtual

height on measured time delay can be expressed by:

2 h2

sin a/2 = p -4h
4 VR(R +h)

where

R = 6371 kn, earth's radius

P = Path length, km

h = Virtual height, km

2a - Great-circle arc from A to B.

P is measured by the radar at 150 TD km, where TD is the round-trip

time delay in ms. At a ground range of 3000 kin, a 10-km change in virtual
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3071-1-724

FIGURE E-1 GEOMETRY FOR IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION

height results i- a 6.2-km change in measured range. Since the operator

normally has no means for estimating such a change, he must accept the

error. At shorter ranges such as 1200 km, the error increases to 12.3

kam for a 10-km height change.

In April and May of the buoy-tracking effort, vertical soundings

were implemented to provide real-time measurements of virtual height over

the radar. A SFCW transmission from the Lost Hills site --as received at

Los Banos. Although the path was not actually vertical but at an eleva-

tion angle of 70 , it was possible to calculate the virtual height from

the measured time delay. it was significant that variations of more than

10 km were observed in periods as short: as 20 minutes. This observation

is not uncommon, and it is the reason why at least an hour of data (pref-

erably more) should be recorded and averaged to obtain good position

accuracy.

In order to use vertical soundings at the radar to minimize OTH radar

position errors, iL is necSSdry t% extrapolate t he ,h- 4-,,-,t , ,the

midpoint of the path to the target. Since virtual- ;-ht changes are a
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function of the sun's position or local time, an estimate of the midpath

height for a target west of the radar may be made based on measured heights

at an earlier time. For buoy targets in the NORPAX tests, midpoint times

ranged from 45 to 68 minutes earlier than the time at the radar. Vertical

soundings made at these times could be used for position measurements.

Although such extrapolation is also subject to error, especially where

ionospheric disturbances exist, it could very well provide a closer esti-

mate of height than can be obtained from seasonal average data. An ex-

ample of vertical soundings obtained on 17 May is shown in Figure E-2.

The radar operating frequency is related to the vertical sounding

frequency by:

f kf seco v

where

Vertical angle

k = Correction factor for a curved ionosphere (typically
I < k < 1.05).

Since 4 is a function of virtual height, and virtual height is a

function of f , an iterative process must be used to satisfy this fre-

quency relationship. With vertical-sounding data stored in the computer

processor, virtual-height data could be updated automatically or on com-

mand. Although such a process was not implemented during the NORPAX

program, virtual heights scaled from ionogram records were used in tracking

operations during May.
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